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2 7 Upsize This! Libraries Need Relationship Marketing
What do libraries have in common with john Deere tractors, Mary Kay cosmetics,
Harley-Dzvidson motorcycles, and Prada haute cout- re? Along with many other
businesses, they each appear to have committed to relationship marketing,
s deceptively straightforward switcheroo on traditional marketing methods.
Larry Besant and Deborah Sharp introduce the topic of relationship marketing to
the library audience.

24 Libraries a& E-Commerce: Improving Information Services and Beyond
No longer the sole domain for corporate America, e-co*merce is now being employed
by governments, libraries, museums, and non-profit organizations around the world.
Is e-commerce for your library? Lesley EUen Harris explains how you go about
imrporating e-commerce into your special library.

33 Spotlight on SLA Members: An Interview with Kaycee Hale,
Executive Directoc Resource and Research Center,
The Fashion institute of Design & Merchandising
Kaycee Hale is the founder and executive director of the world's largest network
of educationally affiliated fashion research centers which are located at the
fashion Institute of Research and Design. She is responsible for a11 program
pianning development, strategy implementation, divisional organization and
services coordination throughout the state of California. Hale has been an active
member of SLA since 1978. In this interview she shares some of the exciting
happenings in her library.
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Wear an 1ShD pin during the weeks ieading up to the event.
Include international Special librarians Gay on your voice mail
cjreeting, announcing this event to your callers, and wishing
members a happy ISLB on Aprii 13.

Speciai L k a d e s .&sociadon as,"=.u-..~s 20 responsibniq for the s'l.^;e-en% and opinions
advasced. Sy Cqe con',;ibv;tars to a'*&Lib
association's pubicZion. ECito~a:views do r a t
necessarily npresent the oE'lcial gosiiion of the
Special Sibraces Assocatio~.

Tag your signature line sf all outgoing e-mail "Navigating the
World3 Knowledge: International Special librarians Day-April 13,
2000" in inhsnor of the valuable contributions made by information
professionals around the world every day.
Place a similar statement on the bottom of your fax cover sheets:
Celebrate lnternational Speciai Librarians Day and the
contributions of information professionals woridwide - April 13,
2000 - "Navigating the VVorldfs Knowledge."
Send a notice to your colleagues regarding ISLD 'OD.
Get them in on the act
Write a letter to the editor of your local newspaper
announcing this special day.

SFi& LibrariesAssociation
D 2OOO by Special Libraries Association.

Garen?! pmarted by & I
co?yx$"L maj7 iji&
ppotycyc! fcr ;he con-coxmerciA pzpse of
s c 2 o ~ r s . qE research

WwW*sf at.6q.J

Culture is what makes us what we are, defines us, and makes us unique. A list of competencies defines what each of us, individually, is zapable of; cuiture explains where we come from in developing
those competencies. Communicating the strength of our culture wiE have a positive impact on the perceived value of information professionals.
January is a month of back-to-back immersion ir, the cultures and dilemmas of two rnajor associations for information professionals. The content of conference programs of the American Library Association (ALA) Midwinter Conference and the Special Libraries Association (SIA) Winter Meeting
makes it immediately obvious fhat the cultures of the two organizations zre significantly differea. At
this year's ALA conference, a proposal for an ambitious long-term media campaign was introduced,
with the goal of positioning ALA as the representative of librarians from public, academic, school and
"specialized" libraries. After some rather pointed objections by yours truly, ALA representatives insist
that it is not their intention to represent members of SLA. The project will require substantial outside
funding, significant additional internal staffing, and program development. Assuming that it passes all
of those hurdles, its existence will once again blur the image of the special librarian/information professional in the ~ i n d of
s the public. It's more important than ever to f i d ways to stress the value SLA
mem5ers bring to 1;:Ieir organizations, and to differentiate us from traditional librarians.
"The Documentation and Specid Libraries Movements in the United States, 1910-1960," by Robert Williams, in theJownal ofthe A m ' m S m e pforInfomation Science, volume 48, no. 9, 1997, examines the
"splinter movements" in the informatien professions. The splintering was due, acccrding to Williams, to
"the inability and reluctance of the larger library profession to welcome ncntraditionai materials, cew technologies, and subject-basedpersomel and approaches to the field," in othe: words, a culture dash.
The SLA Winter Meeting was dedicated to three categories of activities: board meedngs, where significant new strategic directions were set in motion; leadership development training, unique to SLA;
and continuous education oppomnities. A major strength of SLA, a significant part of its c~lture,is
professional deveiopment. That one cultural element alone is a story that needs to be told.
What good is all of the culture and uniqueness represented by SLA and its members, if we don't utilize it to enhance the perception of G?e value we bring to our organizations? We have commitment to
continuous learning. service excellence, ethics, teamwork, subject expertise, and a host of other competencies. That is our culture. That 3as value.
Nick Morgan, editor of the Haward Communications Update, wrote in the March 1999 issue about
corporate culture and the importance of storytelling to strengthen the %Fu-e of that culhxe. "It is the
job of each generation to tell its best stories to the next... The groups that tell the most interesting stories to their heirs will thrive ... We call the collection of corporate stories 'culture.' Companies with
strong cultures hwe an easier time recruiting and retaining top-notch expioyees."
The IDC Knowle@e Management Factbook, by Gerry Murray, contains an example of one of the
types of "stories" we need to be tellir:g. "Fortune 500 companies will lose $12 billion in 1999, from intellectual rework, substandard performance, and inability to find knowledge resources." Using that example, we should step up and say, "Insuring that you minimize fhat $12 billion waste is what we are
all about, and here is one specific, local example."
Michael Hammer, writing in Information Week for August 9, 1999, says that discussions of knowledge management focus '.or, the how rather than the why." He continues, "The values of sharing and
teamwork...must be instilled throughout the business if people are EO behave in the way that a knowledge management process demands." Sharing and teamwork are part of the culture of information professionals, but we have to iet our organizations know about it.
What stories do you need to tell today, to convey a sense of our cult;dre, to enhance perceived value,
or to attract the next generation?
President, SSLA
InPrmation Rntlooh Narch 2000
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{Sipet, 19961, Kitt attended :
the awards presentztion and dinner Lr Los Aageles on Febmary 1'1 and the &ping fcr
FOX TV or. Febmary 12. (It WZ
be aired en April 8, 2.300). Kitt
is president of tke New York
Chapter of SLA.

An anftlology named GIRLFRIENDS, that indudes Sandra
Iditt's story "The lfeart of the
MaEer" has been nominated for
tile prestigiorrs XAACP Image
;
Dpa!(e 13 Relire
Awards. Besides being a librari- ;..2:.;~ ;:~2.an at the Axerican Museum of
After seventeen years of
Natural History in New York, dedicated service, -Miriam A.
Kitt is also a published a:~G~or Drake, Dean and Director cf
of twenty novels, and five no- the Library Q Information Cenvdbs. The antholcgy has three ter at the Georgia Institute of
ncveIias, which teiis a story Tlec?noiogy!
'
will retire en jamabout the relationshi? between ary 1; 2CCI.
women friends. The concept is a
in addition to handkg the
follow up to a very success~l operation and management of lieartriier anthologg, SISTERS bray and infcmatior. sewices,

fntroducing the new SLA Insurance Program. Help
PROTECT you andl your fanilly with affordable
Discount Programs and Group Insurance Plans
made avaiiabIe to you by SLA
Best Benefits Discount Program - Receive discounts
from 1 C % d O % on Vision, Dental, Prescriptions,
Cairop-actic, and He&g Services. @oc.#40)
DentaPaym - dental bsmmce plan ahat allows you to
use m y dent& @oc.#41)
Hospital Indemnity Insurance Blm - oEers daily
benefits for hospital stays. @oc.#42)
The Young American ?Ian Tern life coverage for
your loved ones. @oc.#43)

-

* Other prochcts available. Repxst Lid (Doc.# 1)

Que&*ons: Visit the Special Libraries Ass~ciatiora
Web site at m . s l a o r g or order the appropriate
Plan documents from our 24-hour Pax on Demand
system at 1-888-678-6698. You may also call oar
Customer Service Department at 1-800-749-5983,
Monday through Friday, from 8:38 AM t s 6:00 PM,
Eastem Time.

.
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Drake c:3:ren2y serves as the
instikte's arzhivist and records
xanager. She is responsibie for
the Georgia Tech Electronic Library (GTEL), kil text informaticn systems, digital iibrark s arid muirimedia products,
information training and csnsuiting services for facslty and
students, After rec&ing a 3s
degree in economic analysis
and an MLS frox Simmons
College, Drake completed gadaate vnrk at Hzrvard Zniversity. She spent fourteen years in
the private sector as a management cocsulB.nt, transpozation economist and marketkg
research acaiyst before becorning AssisQnt Director for Zibrary Support Services at Furd ~ University.
e
She s i g ~ e don
with Georgia Tech in 1984.
Drake is the author of more
t h m one-hundred jmrnal artiiles and conference presensticns and serves on several
editoriai and a6viscgi boards
for publications and xiversities throughont the nation.
Upon retirement: Crake will
continne 'La serve as the editor
of h e second edition of the
Dekker Encyclopedia of Library and Information brlence.
z,.
She received the American 2b r a y AssociationlHugh Atkinson Award for innovaticn
and risk taking in 1992 and
she received the first Allen
MentiMecklermedia Award for
lifetime achievement. She aiso
holds an h o n o r a ~doctorats
j
of
human letters from Indiana
University and an honorary
doctorate of library science
from Sirnxom College.
Drake is past ?resider,', of the
Special Zbrar'ies Asso;iatioc.
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baj!:e ?-i;ijg!SaEie Ellison, director of the
PxdyKresge Library at WaFe
State Universit-y, died Cecexber
26. S3.e was 55 years old. Ellison
joked VJayne State Universiv in
1989 as assisant director of
?.xdy/Kresge kibraq. Ellison
was named director of L Q ~
FurdjVKresge Libray in 1991
ar:d Zsc sewed as Cirecto: of
Me& Sewices k o x 1991 to
1996. She was a member in the
he rim^ Likary Assodation
where she served on fze Intersatiocal Rebtions Cormittee of
the Association of CoIiege and
Xesearch Libraries and v~7as
deeply commiEed to the Black
Cz~cus.She was &so active in
the Speciai Libraries Assto&tion, the Michigan Library Association, the &~ichiganEibraries Research Tr:arrgle, and &e
Michigan Library Conso:'Lium.
Beyond her active professional
Iife, she found time to snppxt
severd cornmnity goups and
her church. A gaduate of Fisk
University and Drexei University,ZXson worked at the Gecerzi Mctws Technic2 Center and
the Indnstriai Yec5ncicg.y Instim e in
k b c r before $ining Wayne SQte.
A scholarship is 3eir.g established in the Library and fnformation Scle~ceProgram Ir:
honor of S d i e Z3ilison. Donations nay be sent to the t'niversit-y Librzries, atteetion Nancy Galstet 3100 Undergradxate
Li3rwy, Wayne S'rate Unlversit-y,
Detroit, MI 4g202,

It's knowledge that makes you irdspensable.
Around the world, information professjonals are taking on new roles :i!
?heirorganizations. They're managing ccrtent on the intranet, participating i:?
knowiedge management initiatives, evaiuating information systems and more.
At Factiva, we're committed to sharing these success stories with the entire
information professional community. As a susscribei to Dow Joqes iqteractive
or Reders Busir?ess Briefing, you cari expect more rhan va!uabie content,
powerfd searching features and intrane: ~ublishingtoois. You also receive
soppert that heips you accomplish your p:cfessionai development objectives.
-.

: 3rzugn ?he Fadiva Infopro Alliasce program, you car; participate in practical
!earning fomms, obtain in-depth resource materials and attend advanced
'caking serniqars that cover product features such 2s lnteliigent xiexing,

jn other words, we'ii make you even more indispensable. To j o i ~our infopro
Aiiiance program, go tc wm~.iactiva.co~/in~opro.

fact I V ~ .

Expert to ,&jc;ess
S g . 3 Giobai 21303
The Special Li5raries Association has confixed that Yvesi\PSchd Aii&, a wo:id-renowned
authoriq on co~petitivehteliigence,
be a speaker at Global
2000, ti& Worldwide Conference
on Specid Li:kxiaaship, Ocbber
16-19, 200.3, LT Brighton, UK
(www. slagioba12 033. org) .
Marti wil address an audience
cf mere than 1,039 delegates
from around the world at the
Stakis Grighton Metropole Hotel, Wednesday, October 18 at
9:CO a.m.
Marti is the founder and
president of EGIDERA, a leading
business interrigence c ~ m p m y
in Europe. He has zo-authored
"L icteuigence economique et
conmsenieUe: Ies yeix at les
oreilks de i'entreprise," which .
won the award for Best European Book of the Year from the
Financial Zmes and Bosz,
6r Earnilton and "The A
; and
Science cf Business Intelligence
Analysis," a collective work
witten by the work?s top teE
experts in the field of business
intelligence. In 1992, he cofounded the French branc5 of
the SCIP. In 1995 he founded
EGiDEKH.
'

in the digital age. ?LA, through
its Washingon, DC Chapte~has
raised over US$SC,000 to provide transportation, iodging,

DC: self-guided tours of the
Newseum (an interar5ve news
museum in Rosslyn, VAj.
Created in 1991 by SLA, in-

and zonference expenses for a
select g c u p of Global 2000 FelIov~sfiipapplicants %om developing nations. SLA reports 21at
information professionals ?ox
over fib ca'lions applied before
the January 31 deadlane. The
recipients for C?e Globd 2306
Fellowship wiII be notified in
early April, and win be annoucced publi6y at SLA's 91st
Annual Conference in Philadeiphia, June 13-15>2000,

terna5onal Sgecial Liharians
Day provides an opportunity
for isformation professioaais
to promote their iibraries' services and accomplishments
within Lkir organizations with
pronotional mterials provided
by SLA. For more in%rma5on
or, !SLD, <ye ISLE Award, or
promotiond materiais, please
visit the p~biicreiations section of the SLA web site at
w r n ~ ~ s 1 a . or
c contact C?e
public cozmunicarions office
at 1-202-939-3633.
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2om Libr~.gillnforixdiar, Center Entranets,
I-Iw you can paTicipate?
&:y S-LA merriber is welcome 3
submit hiiiw work to the ever;,t.
To enterrjust vi:lsi'Lthe Mzrketing
Sectioc page on C!e Library Managcmenc Djvision's (LWK3) web
sge a: http:lPmi.~~~da.orgmem-

5ership/divisions/market.htmI,
where Lx entry form and additiozal kfornatioc is provided.
Send 2 dong with your entry2's %at simple! Ix ad&ion, due
t? genaous sponsorship from
e
LEXS-NEXS, we will be i ~ l to
x m d each -&st $ace wkner
?wifea cash x w ~ d a plaqie.e.
!\,(2rj< \/r?: :y
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The Svap Q Shop Coxpeti- ';A Cele5rali~w~f'33131:e"
Special librarians and infor- . tim has taken place at the SLA
P5iladelphia is a plxe where
ma'Lion? professionals will ask Annxal Confcecce for over ten past, ?resent, and ?mre conthe won'!d to honor their pivotal yeas, b ~ many
t
SLA members verge. Rme has seen this vmroles in 'lire informarion econo- are stiii e%er unawa.re of this erabie city g o w from its sr;a?~s
my or, Znternationai Special LLi- fun event or are not rjui'Le sure as &e center of western stlcial
brarians Day (ISLE), which w h t it means to them. The aa- uphe3.\~&';o a hub for the new
a k e s place on April 13, 2000, nuai event provides aoppom.- economic revoiution. .shiladeithe Thursday of Nationid I- nity for SLA m e n k r s 'Lo share phia is rooted ir: I;ize past but
brary Week. The theme for their marketing know-how wiC1 aimkg for the kitme, as is the
ISLD 2030 is "Navigating the thek peers as weii as compete . information professicn.
World's Knowledge," a mor,i- for cash prizes. Originazy a reiAnd in CLiZis new miEennium,
ker created by §LA mezber a5vejy casual ever,; at Lie S i A it is cnly M n g that we come
Jerry Baldwin. Baidwin is a annual ccnferecce w W ody a . together to celebrate time in a
nine-year member of SLA and few participants, t5is event has venue steeped ir, 'limeless eieis library direztor for the Min- evolved into a serious competi- - gance. The Crystal Tea Room Is
tior: w i 5 ~over seven9 members a bez~tifuldowntown landmark
nesota Departxent of :?an§i ~ f ~ ~ / ? ' ??. a~. Ct ~I fo~.f~~ j ~ ! ~p,y&ti,tion.
~is
&idx~is's winr,ing from the U.S., Canada, and &- and &oric$
pLost to m8.n~
Seex '$gvvs-~~ps
Lieme captures the advenpx- rope competing last year arid G a z z h g events of yestezday.
c-:
-"nn
join us as we hosor conL7j~baJ
Lscj
v
ous nature of information pro- attended by more than 330 SLA
Nearly 400 information pro- fessionals in the new millenei- members.
tributors to the Association
fessionaIs from aroucd the nm, ackling the overload of
X2e Swap &
Shop
i prcvides a
acd celebrate the F~tureof the
globe have submized appiica- in,'srmaricn and managkg :i fcmrr: for attendees ti: exchange Association.
The Crystd Tea Roo% is
ticns for fellowships to Giebdi for "Lize benefit of 5eir dients. different marketing ideas across
2000, the V$orldwide Confer- SLA is also pleased to an- varied media.:
Materids conveniently located in the faecce on Specid Li'irarianship, nounce that Factiva, a DGVJ (such as newsieZers, kochures, mous john Wanamaiier Buildwhici-r wZ be held Cctober 16- ]ones Reuters compar~y, and posters, and fact shees): Non- ir,g, across from t2e fiiladel19, 2000, in Brigson, UK. Over the Freedom Forum wiil serve Print Materiais (past entries phia Marriott and tize Pennsyl1,300 people are expected tc a:as co-sponsors of iSLD 2000. have included custo~ked?ens, vania Cocven:ion Center. The
tend tile GIobai 200C icnfer- A special event is planned for m ~ g s ,notepads, candy, stress- gala wiii 2k.e place Wednesence to discuss the %&re of Tuesday, April 11, 2303, at the busters, videos, and the i&e) dzy, ;me 14,2000, from 7:03
global information management Freedom Fcr:m ic Washirigon; and content1Iayov.t sarqles p.m. - 10:OO p.m.
'

encinsering Dil,/isi.ziq
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Aisne~iincy.;An/ard
The Engkeering Civjsion of SLA and
INSFEC zre offering libray school students
a $500.CO travel stipend toward payment of
expenses incurxed while attending t l e annu& Special Libraries Association conference, Jme 1C-15, 2000, in Philadelphia,
PA. R e IXSPEC Award wiU be given to the
qualified student who submits an essay of
three or less do-ubiespaced typed pages that
is judged to be the best essay submitted descibing "How Library Education Should
Change to Meet the Challenge of New or
Emerging Tecknologies" . Qualifications for
Entering Award Competition:
1. Be a skdent member of tine SpeciaI Libraries Association.
2. Be attendixg his or her first SLA Conference.
Deadbe f.2r Submission: March 3 1,
2003. The recigjient of the INSPEC Award will
be no@ed by the frrst week of May, 2000.
Submit Entries for the award to: Bette
Finn (Chair, SLA Eng, Div. Scholarship
Committee)Georgia Tech Library and Inforxation Center, Georgia institute of Technology, Atlacta, Georgia 30332-0900.
Fcr more information, send e-mail to:
bette.fi:nn@Ibrawy.gatech.edu.

TECHNICAL SERVICES LIBRARIAN. The University of Tennessee's Municipal
Technical Advisory Service is seeking a Technical Services Librarian to be responsible for the acquisition, cataloging and precessing of r,ew library materials, maintain the librzry's periodical collection and website, ar;d provide reference services
as needed. Repires a Bachelors ievel degree in Liberai Arts, Politics! Science or related field and a Masters level degree in Library Science from an ALA accredited institution. Requires two years progressively responsible experience in technical services functions and two years supervisory experience in a library or related environment. One year public services experience in a library or related environment
and experience ia municipal government is preferred. A knowledge of AACR2 and
MARC records, html, or html editor andlor website creationlmaintenance experience is required. Other requirements include good written and ora! communication,
the ability to operate a standard keyboard, lift materia% weighing up to 40 pounds,
and shelve materials overhead. Located in Knoxville. Starting salary $32,500 to
$36,500 DOQ. Send resume to: Technical Services Librarian Search, MTAS, 120
Conference Center Building, Knoxville, TN 37996-4105. Position open until filled.
An EEO/AA/TI'I'LE VIJTITLE IX/SEC 504/ADA/ADEA EMPLOYER.

LOOKNG FOR A CATALOGING PARTNER? The OCLC TechPro service offers

cmtomized cataloging and physical processing of materials in all bibliographic formats and in many languages at prices that can reduce overall cataloging costs. For
details, call 1-800-848-5878. ext 4386 or e-mail marcia-stout@ocic.org.

Gentaer, 1988 SLA Salary Survey

Institution Group, 1898 SLA Salary Survey
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For more than b7o decades, !te Specid Li'b.ries Association has offered s variety of professional development opporanities for information professionals. Euring
this tweniy-year period, the contextin which =A members operate has chasged dramatically. Fapid and discontinuous change, the shift from an industrial to a linowiedge econorny, the advent of breakthrough technologies,
acd the changing f a x of the global workforce are just
some of the profoucd trends that are ajterlng the modern
organizaticn forever.
Over the next decade and beyond, information professionals must confront Cie chdIenge of stayicg ahead of
c h a ~ g eand becoming distinctive and indispensabk contriktors to their organizations. To enable you to meet
this chaIIenge and to create a more remxkable h P x e for
yoursdf and the profession, SLA is pleased to mnounce
the emergence of its new Strategic Learning and 3eveIopment Center (SLDC). The S Z X iooks forward to k i n g
your partner in iearning and our goal is nothing less
Piean to set the standardfor learning md development throughout the global communly OJ Znfomff-

r"or mare injomatian,
contact
/@oe Cagnc, ~ll.i!f.~
oefls!a.orgi

resources. Prlorecven; we a ~ investigating
e
a number of
new iealcing ini'liatives for the year 2WOC and beyond.
03: explorztion of rxw and varied directions for the
Strategic Learning and EeveIopmest Center is just beghning, acd we are excited to receive yom input. Stiii, as we
strive to discover the w s t possibilities of learning before
us in the months ahead, wc want to 6;hszlIenge~oa;all
5 ' ' mcmbers md the k,~oczdcigIobalcomm~d,'iipdi~+kmation pr0;Essi~nkzdsto adopt a n e ~pe,rspeca%e
~
an
leanzing. We believe Cl2t learning is persona'i, sccial, and
coilaborative. We believe t h ~ karning
t
is a holistic process, not a series of discrete ac3vities. S W s Strategic
-Learnrcg
. and Eeveiopmen: Center Iooks fcward to being
ycur pasner il: Cis process.
The fuWe is, by defini";ion,ncknowabie. The f-&ue is
dso brigi?t, however, if e x h of xs is d i n g to enbrace
the possibilities of the iearcing gift we are givec. Each of
us, then, must ask o~rseivescL:ne same quesCLion: are we?
We certainly hope you ivili, acd we look fontiard to i&atkg a d i d o p e on iearcing with yon. Please check CUE
our website at vdw~~.sia-Iearnl~g.org
alld give us your
tion professionkzls.
feedback. 170k:can reach us by e- ail at Iearning@sia.org
What fs SLH's Strategic Learning and Development to share ycur ideas and suggestions for how SLA's StraCenter? It is a grand aspira'lion, an inspirationd visien tegic Leaxing and Development Center can help y~ crefor the hture of Iearning for i~fxrnationprofession&
ate ycur most desired f m r e .
informed by extensive research on lesrning and g ~ i d e d
by two fmdamental and critical questions:
lraw can informationlknox~~ledge
professionals affect positive change md create their most desired htures throrrgfi learning?
How can infomatisnlknow~edgeprofessionals become hdispensabie in the kwenty-first century?
in fne monrhs ahead, §LA'S iezcing and devdopment
offerings w% begin 'la reflect our core principles of Iearning. We war,t to present learnkg experiences that wiIi deliver greater de?th, richness, and impact to help §LA
members become more capable learners, more capabk
professionals, and more capable peopie.
SLA's Strategic Learning and Developrnect Cecter wig
exist primarily in cyiSerspace, althoagii we do plac 'Lo
bring a new look and. fed to SiDC's in-person learning
experiences, 'We're already working to create an online
learning and deveiopment gateway for information professicnais woridwi.de (w17.sla-lex~ing.grg),which will
offer abundant and dynamic learning and development
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of opinion.
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A SLA stzdy reveals that in 1998, corporations that
were ranked higher on the Fortune 500 iist were significantly mmo iikely than those ranked Iower to have a corporate library or informa'Lion center $=.257; y=.OGOl; accurate 99 times cut of 100).I
Wkec examining the Fortune 500 compacies by
groups of ZOC, it was found that 85% of those in the

compnies bad iibrarfes. Overall, 63% of C?e Fortuce
500 companies had libraries,
,
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The F~;<s..r;e503 Iist used in the sV~dywas presented
in the Aprii 27,1998 issue of FsKdne. Subsidiaries of the
companies were also incMed in the study, zas assessed
by examining Ame&ak CmporateFffmi1iac(1998))since
it was considered important to ideetify jri5rz.ries in ail
segments of the conpay. Severai somces were used to
determine whether &ere were iikaries or informzt.tioa
centers in the Fomne 500 companies or their subsidiaries. The Business Index of Who3 Who & Special Libraries, 2998-1999,a directcry of mem3ers in t5e Specid Libraries Association, was first utiiized to assess whether
mere were any SSLA members ia the coapanks. For those
Fcr2me 509 companies in wb!& &re were not SLA
me~bers,tl?e AmenkQn tibray Diiecto.y 1998-99and
the D5recto.y SpcM .Libruks 62 ig_/'smQkb,??
CE~~CIS
(1998) were used 3 ascefidir. wbetikr the companies
I~adlibraries.
It is becoming more freqnent for i~formatiocprofessionals lo hold positions outside traditional libraries.
Aithough SLA may have members working at a particular orgacization, they n a y he xsing their icforza',ion
organizing and research sskiIis in departmects other
thzn libraries,
Therefore, a su5jactiva assessment cf the departments of SLA members working at ForZine 500 companies was made to determine whether the departZen&
were iibraries. It was determined Chat there were 22 c3ses where it was unciea: wi:3 department names as Marketing Researck, Strategic Fianning and Research, and
Clinical hfcmatioc and Outcomes. Eowever, since it
was a smaiI number of companies (4.4%; and: sicce the
icdivict.Jais in tbese depasments proba5iy were, at a
minimum, using their li:~raryand information science
training in some capacity, these companies were coded
as havcg z libray or icformation center for the purposes of t5is study.

top 190 had Iibraries/informatian centers. Among
companies ranked in tize bottom 100, ranks 401 to
500, on the other hand, only 50% of the companies . . . , .
had libraries or information centers. Exan;inhg the . ,&,TZiy5j' 3'./
j.
i~Gd~t?v'
Vdhen examined by the 59 industries used in the Forhighest ranked companies more cioseiy revealed that
90% of the top 59 compacies, and 93% of the togs 15 2Jne 509 ranking, 37 iedustries (63%)were more Iikely

to have libraries than not to have iibraries, 4 industries (7%) were
equaEy likely to have and not have libraries, and 18 industries
(31%j were less likely to have libraries than to not have them. This
indicates that %e likelikocd of Fortune 500 companies having iibraries varies by industry, a propositior: supported by the data, The
Utilities, Gas and Electric industry had the highest number of cornpanies, 35, within the 1998 Forcune 500. Within this industry, 78%
of the comganies had Iibraries. However, among W.olesalers, the
second most: common industry in the Fortune ranking, only 14% of
the 28 ccx~anies.
Why are some industries more likely rhan others to have iibraries or informatioa centers? The answer is probably partly
due to distirxtions in the use of data, information and knowledge f1x growth, divexificztion and technological innovations.
Variations in the proportions of highly educated staff which promote growth to the organizations in these areas may also be factors (Portugai, 2000, fortkoming). Examining some of the other
industries prominent in the Fortune 500, more than 75 percent
o: more of "Le companies had libraries: 100% in the Pharmaceaticals, 95% in the Chemicals, 92% in the Computers-Office
Eqcipnent, 89% iin the Motor Vehicles and Parts, 81% in the
Electrcnics-Electrical Equipment, 80% in the Insurance: Life Q
Hezkh-stcck, 80% in the Metals, 79% in the Teiecommunications, 77% in the Insuracce: Property 6c Casualty-stock; and 75%

:
'

in the Petroleum Refining industries. The focus of many of the
industries in the Fortcne 500 which did not have libraries or information centers had to do with selling products, such as
Wholesalers, Specialty Retailers, and Food and Drug Stores,
which may not have had extensive Research and Development
components at their companies.
,--

LC)
2 c I L;s 0 9s

All companies have a use for data, information acd knowledge,
.
'

.

.

'

'

as well as for being able to locate the information that is needed in
a timely fashion. These are some of the roles at which information
professionals are experts. Even coxpanies that do not have ccnsiderable R&D being conducted should use the s k J s of information
professionals for locating marketing, financial and technological information which will help them sell their products and services. The
majority of Fortune 500 companies have libraries or information
centers, especially those closer to the coveted ncmber 1 spot. How
does your company rack?
'. Portugal, Frank. Fortincoming. (tenta~ivetitle) Measuring the
Return @Investing in Infomatim Semices: fialuaring the Bottom Line Contribution oflibraricns and InJornation Professionab Special Libraries Association.
To view the complete table, go to ~nv.informationoutlook.com
@
and click on Research Briefs.
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Looking at Lie s z d y conducted by Frank Pomgai for
L
' x Special Libraries Association (SLAj on the existence
of librzries at Fortme 500 ccmpanies, I'm left witii mmjxed
feelings. Pi'nile Lie upper echelon of Pmerica's coyorate
community clexly believe that libraries and infomation
centers are critical tc Ckir success, the raw xmbers reveal that ever 18C companies in the united Sates do not
%nd and operate their 05,miibraries.
Let's iook at the optimistic side of things %stt,shall we?
It's a no-Srainer Ciat ffie most wccessfk1 companies-the
ones that sit ate? the Forme 50C listing-are benefitticg

.

thri&j with Cieir resonrces, Only half of C?e lowest 230
companies in &e Foeane 530 actxdly have libraries or in". formation cenzrs. Wnen analyzed 3y kdustry, we rlna
that busicesses t h a m e iess reliant on resear& ~ i c d y
do not have likaries or information centers.
So, how do we convince these companies to invest in
knowkdge management by hiring informatior, professionals? As mentioned in Research Briefs page 12, d
companies have a use for <a%, information, and knovdedge. Additi~caily~
they &I have a need t~ lorate sucii
things qickIy and easjly. The trick is to give thex a reason for hiring s%Ef speciffcaliy to macage their resources.
The most popular reasoc j73c can give them is how ycb;
can improve "the bottom line." In tke coning months,
SLA will release nore infornation on how you a n answer t5at question.
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%ey win in the United States, if fhe Sniform G c q ~ t er Inforxation 'ikansa.bicns A b (IJCiTA) is passed by the
fifty sate legislaWes. This iegislation czme into 5eing
due to the inability of the Xationd Cmference of Commissioners on Uniform Szte Laws JNCCGSL) to approve
its revisions to article 2E of the Uniform Col~mercial
Code, whici? h.amoniaes szte commercial laivs. tiavicg
failed in that ego$ NCCUSL has convinced many state
iegislakres, including Virghia, Okiahcma, Kew Jersey:
and M~ylznd,to consider the measm as a proposed I2w
rather than an amecdment CLQ commerciai csde.
The proposal will, in effect? make shrink-wrap (software) and dick-on licenses f d y enforceable contracts
under the l a v ~Curren5yt szch licenses are considered nnenforceable contracts of adttesign (they throw it at you
an2 hope it sti~ksj,except in the Seventh Federd C o x ?
Ckcuit, which inricdes C%icago, micois. This Iegisiation
is questionable to the point that, ic Cie State of Washingtoe-which is, shaU we say, very snpportive of s o 3 ~ a r e
and content licensors-the state's attorney genera: opposes the bill. it's going to get interesting.
mat can 3702 to? Contact your state legislators and
let them knnv your t3oughts on Cqis xatter. Stay ~ m e d
to <?e governmect relations section of the SLA website
for detailed. andysis of UCEA and updates r?n wh&s
happening. SEA is participating in a nation2 cozfitioa of
business, acadezic, and iikzry icterests ',o seek improvemeets L L ~the legisiation or defeat it akogeCrer. &
& A

from their Kbraries and information centers. This is particularly t x e in research-heavy sectors ssch as heaiCi and
ai
These compascience, technology, and ~ ~ m c c iservices.
nies are taking i;~iladvamge of organizhg thek resocrces
and knowledge so all employees benefit. Converseiy, far
fewer companies are making the Iist but failicg to break
into tile top half. This, it would seem, indicates that you
can survive Tjvithou'Llibraries or informtion centers, bzt
they are essentid if a company is to thrive.
Now, the pessimistic side of the story. TTe
in a e
looks at this strrvey 2nd says, .'Sure, the xost successful
coapanies can afford to f12y integated a library strategy
into Ciei?eiroperadons because <!ey are successhi and have
pienty of money." Csmpanies b t have yet tc reach the top
are more Iikely ts be ieaner? meaner, and generzlly more
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: hat do iibraries have in comm on wgh John Deere tractors, M;

cosmetics, Harley-Davidson motorcycles, and Prada haute couture?
Regrettably libraries have no special link with these diverse
businesses, which share a common business reputation for top satiseir customers. Along with many other businesses, they each zppear
to hzve com~ittedto relationship marketing (RM), a deceptively stra@tfofonvard switcheroo on traditional marketicg methods.
The lead of a 1998 Haward Business Review article put it provocatively, "Relationship
marketing is in vogue. Managers talk it up. Companies profess to do it in aew and better
ways every day. Academics extol its merits. And why not? The new, increasingly efficient
ways that companies have of understanding and responding to customers' needs and
preferences seemingly allow them to build more meaningful connections with customers
than ever before. These connections promise to benefit the bottom line by reducing costs
and increasing revenues."
Larry X.Besant is director o f libraries at Morehead State University and a past president
o f thc iienhtcky Chapter of SLA. Besant may be reached via e-mail at
I. besant@msuac~~d.
morehead-st.edu.
Deborah Sharp is hcad libran'anfor the Lexmwk Information Centq under a contract throgh
the University qfKenD~cky.Sharp may be reached via e-mad ut dsharp@lexmark.com.
Information Otlllnoh * March 2080
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What is relationship ma&eting? it is a mutual interest between
company and customer. It is not a new concept. In fact, it is as old
as the merchant trade itsel,". it is tile democ&ation of a deep and
abiding regard for the customer and this is displayed in Cie product
,:
and senices sold, in the interaction between company arrd r~stomez company and potentid cxstomers, company and suppliers, and
so on. And in this case, the word compacy encompasses every employee that represents that coxpany. it transcends the product or
service being soid.
Why have iibraries not jumped on the RM bardwagon as they
have juxped tbxough tile hoops of other business fads such as total
q u & ~xnanagement (TQM)? The disjoint may be b e m s e Vora-i~rs
have never really "got it" about traditional mdeting methods, never
mind newfagled relationship marketing, which is oat@ $hut ts.m decades old. As our vely own mamgeaent g d r ~Iierb
,
W&e, stxed in
Libray ]oumal, ". . . 2 sho~ldbe fairly clex $12: li~arimsdo not
market and that they never have marketed." He mnciudes, ''mat we

Christian nGrcnroos addresses $ye concept in <!is way: "Marketing
is 3 esta:Siish, mainkin; and enhance . . . rehtionships w4C1 cwomers and other partners . . . so chat the objectives of &e parties a n
met. This is achieved by a mutual exchange and fdfiilmeet of promises." Tony Cram's definition is that, "Relationskip Marketing is Cle
consistent application of up-to-date knowledge of individual a:;stominteractiveers to product and service design vL!icii is comm:~ni~.ted
ly, in order to develop a continuous and icng term relationship,
which is mutlialiy SeneZcial." lan GorQn proposes that, "Relationship Mxketing is tke or,going process of identifying and creahg
new vahe vJitb individuai cwtomers and. then sharkg the benefits
from tkis over a Efe'Lime of association. It kvolves the understanding, focushg and managemect of o ~ g o L ~co.ollzt;orzdon
g
aiond sI.,adr,a
through interdependence and crganizationa; aiisment."
A zseful prkcis of RIM may be ',;re condusion of an artide by 'k
Axbier titled mkleadingiy. "BniIding Brand Rdationships," in %e
Complete HEA Cmpmion (1997),""Band equity and reiahnship

need to tell people is not how wondafd om pub2c libraries are but
rather how wonderful they codd be. f i e awakering of tiiese dream
is the purpose of markekqg . . ." The puTose of this artide is 60 ir,trod.n the topic of reiationship marketing to the library audience.
We believe that Hefs White is right. Ali iibraries, not just public
librwies, have been inept marketers. Traditional library zarketing
methods are m2ed in trznsactional much; +L;zenum3er of items circdated, Lie ntlmber of searches performed, the ncmber of documents ordered and so on. Ti?e transaction& marketing approcpach
piaces <ye emphasis on quantity vs. qudii;y; on the prodm rather
than the wstomer. Relationship marketing emphasizes customer
r e t e n t h and long term customer relationships.

marketingg,in various forms, have emerged from the 1980s as key
concepts, fundaaental to a2 forms of marl~eting.The DNO are Zicked
In that both shift at'len',isn %om short-tem transactiooas and immediate profits toward a process of creating value G?ro'~ghb~iiding
an6 managing a se?,v;york of v&e-added. iong-term reiationships.
%nthis perception, marketing is the kaction sf SuiIding brand reiationships. This network can also be seen as tke s'lore of f~tlireprofits." Ambler's punch lice deiivers mudl for librarians to ponder.
"Follcx~ingthis paradi,=, practitioners are advised t~ i d e d y the
netivork of thek brand's relatioacships. Xesorrrces (money, energies,
and 'lime) should be foc';sed on those relationships $?at are more
important and/or more capabie of beneficial ci~ange.T k iqzd of
chese zctkties or, relatIsnships should then be track$, directly
and indireccjy, in a consistent fashion ovei t h e . "

The flood of business verbiage and pontificating about xarketing is enough to dissuade even the most dogged M.B.A., let a h e a
librarian seeking a businesslike u7ayover troubled waters. For exaxpie, the American Marketing Association formidably defines
marketing as: "the process of planning and executing the corxeption, pricing, promotion, and distrihtion of ideas, goods, and services ta create exchanges that sa2sQ icdviduai and orgacizationd
objectives." Adrian Payne, a Xi pioneer, pinpoicts 5le demectd
difference between R?& and old-fasEoned marketing elis m y ,
'"Baditional marketing has been about getting customers. Reladoaship marketing addresses the win concerns-getting and keeping
custcmers." A working definition of RIt4 is more dusive.
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The iibrzry Iitera~xe,as 6nJ%te so trenchantiy cotes, is replete
with artides, books and how-to-&-it xanuah earnestly az',zpring
to ded with marketing 5le library aad its services. ~31for2~n2.tdy~
the best of these contributions x e , in onr opinion, sqerficial. Flannisg zacd xarketing manuds for libraries are intended to be
gourxied in business marketing and placcing prkciples. But most
fail to meaningfdly ded wi51 the coxpiexities and pe~diaritiesof
libraries, library users and informari~nseeking behavior, Tke Wnter 1995 issue of iib,TzryRends is dei~oted';o "Markering of Lioffered a 1998 text titled,
brary and informatioion Services.''

you'll

find it here.
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Nearly 19 ~ i i i i o nsubstance records fclr chemicals reported in
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drawn from both journai articles and ptenls;

than 13 niiiion,

mere than 25 rniiiior, chemical and commercial substance names;

GAS Registry Murnbers', the intmationai standard for concise
and reiiable substaxe iden~ificat2m.
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or 614-447-3700, Or visit our Web site at http://wwvv.cas.org.
A division of the American
ChemicaiSockty.

Future-Driven Library Marketirg. We believe that s',ese publications confirm our pessimistic view of the state of iibrary maL<eticg.
A thoughtful study of Austraiian special libraries reached the
following negative conclusion: "in practice, tb,oug3., very few libraries undertake formal mar'leting pianning and prepare marketing
plans. The most commoniy used element of marketing is stiii pronotion. . . . This view suggests a Iack of understading of the marketing process, of which promoCLion is but one elemect."
Ambler asserts Ciat, "Reiationship marketing has emerged in a
number of pises. It is not jxst another form of marketfx. . . Fkther it is a way of understanding marl~etingitself." Car: there be a
more szaghtfonvard way to create a vigorous iibrary of value to
users than by understanding and cultivating relaP,ionshipstvith users? Whether library users are referred to as customers or patrons
cr clients may, or m y not, be an !mpor&nt psychoiingisdc clue to

Lie extinction or survival of libraries as we know then today. But
whatever the comenclatxe, users are the most basic insedients in
a working library.
The devi here is cot IN the deaiis. The devii IS the detail of
how to think a d act, about what constitutes the bottom line for iibraries. Libraries' reiationships may be the yardstick needed to plan
and measure our future. just measuring user enccunters or transactions isn't gettifig C?e job done for libraries anymore, Ihe Dynamics @Semite by Barbara Gutek is a good slartir:g pooit "Lo begin thinking about iibrary service and M.The book's goal is, '\ . .
to desaibe and explore relationships and encounters as social
mecharaisms for deiivering goods and services to c~stomers."Sutek
discusses encorrnters versus relationships and notes that "Encounters ailow people to slip into anony~ity. . ." and a r p x s against
pseudorelationships that are simply an attempt to perscnalize an
encounter. The tme value of RM is in building real relationships
and not pseitdorelationships. TG other words, not simply giving iip
service to the idea. A cardinal tenet of RM zppiied to iibraries .vvodd
be that relationships, broadly defined, fnoughtfuIiy categorized and
painfully prioritized, become tile engines for achieving Lie iibrary's
main vahes or contributions to the parerkt icstiktion's purpose.
The essence of M as it might apply to libraries is Sest summarized by Payne, who generalizes three characteristics distinpishing
KM from "transaction marketing," as he labels marketing which is
focused on raw customer mpisition: (a) "A move from knctionally-based marketing to cross-hnctiondy based man'l.ceiicg." (bj "A
shift from marketing activities which have an emphasis on cus'lomer acquisition to narketing zctivities which [emphasize] customer

reiention." (c) "An approach whick addresses a tot$ of six key
markets, not just the traditional cxs'lsmer mzrke:," Payne's use cl^
the term "markets" may here be taken as 'Yelationship categories." in his '%six markets mode!," he says, "C~,stomersmust, of
course, remain t?e prime focus area for marketiag activily."
Payne's other 2ve relationship zategories are internal markets,
supplier and alliance mrkets, referral markets, recxitment ma:kets, and influence markets.
t
concept was
Since Lie 19663, tile most wideiy ~ g hnarlretkg
the marketing mix theory: t5e 4% (prodac',, price, piace and promotion)-~~dezn, so nest, sc inappropriate for libraries. Marketing
theory mnnot aIways be so succinctly described since relationships
are by their nature cornpiex. Evert Gun~esson,a Swedish
picneer and theorist? s k e s tqis into consideration as he points out <?at
rdationships "'are composed. of many quaiities, <ley can partly

overlap." Me has strmmed the marketing complexity chord by expanding the four Ps to %e thizy 'Is and witing a book about the
iatter (where R =: 30 "'tangi'ik reiationsizips that exist in business
and other organizations"). His deEnition of RPSI is "marketing seen
as rdationships, networks and interz.ction."
Kt4 is based on a ~ o t i s nof trustirIg cooperation wit3 k x w n
customers. This is the basic concept of a Bfbray. A ihiibrary aperates
roxtiriely wi'h a known set of customers. A library ziso operates or:
t m t . &%en a client waiks into your iibrary, he In.sts tiiat you wiil
2nd the material or infomation that he needs. The iibrary in t u n ,
tms3 that the client will retxn Lie items ycx borrow within the
specified borrowing period.
Is our rdatiocship-rich profession being eroded 5y encounterSased management philosophies? R%1mr: possibly help counter the
trend of disintermediation of librarianship by the WIW.Steve Coffman writes in Amenkm Librank, "Perhaps the primary experience
people look ' ~ o'buy' 'at ",ileir pxbiic libraries is a personal relationship vv'ith a st&er." Libraries are built around reiationships with
booksellers, database providers, B r a y consortia, zed of cemse,
our cutomers. Customers are why %raries exist. it f o i i c ~ sthen
<!at the way to crezte a dynaxic library organization is by understmding and cultivating czstorners. Relationship marketing looks
" ~ be
o an obvicus fit for libraries.

%

8

How then can we begin to incorporate relationship marketicg
into the librarian's psyche? We ~ m s first
t
understand exacsy
how it relates to libraries. Ir: order to help visualize relationship

marketing in libraries, we haire combined the two different mod-

els developed by Payne and Gummesson and placed them withir:
the Iibrary context.
Payne, Peck, et al., have created a structure for understanding
the concept of relationship marketing as the interplay among six
different markets. Gummesson has compiled a list of thirty possible relationships that could exist in a business or organization. In
the fo!lowii~giUustration, we have ~ ~ e r g ePayne's
d
six markets
and twenty of Cummesson's thirty Rs to form a model for practical
application to libraries. For the complete Iist of the thirty Rs see
"Making Relationship Marketing Operational" by Gummesson.
.
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Customers we at the heart of all marketing. But it is not only attracting new cmtomers that is important. Retaining existing ciienls
is equally important. Creating loyalty in existing customers is the
uitima~egoal. A loyal ciient base is the best defense against budget
cuts arid the best offense for expanding services.
The re;aticrLshipbetween iibrary and customer. R1
The senrice ermunter: interaction between the customer and front
line personnel. We do this evey d q , R7
The electronic relationship. An importar3 volume of marketing ~oday
-&es place :hrough networks based on ITLibraries were in theJbpsJront hue mtr:I the ad~entof the web and the succeeding conzmerdaiintion @il. Codd aka be included underlnfiuenceMarkets. RR13 approaches, and defining new ways of rewarding these relationships.
In this connection, "defxing" proba5Iy means, "contracting."
The kncwledge relationship. Knowledge can be the most strategic
and cr~.tidresonrce 2nd ''bowledge acquisition" is often the ratjo- Alliances and collaboration between companies. OCLC: consortia
among libraries. R5
naie fcr aliiances. I128
Physical dis~ibution:the classic marketing network. R12
Internal marllets are the employees and departments within :he
library, There are both il~ternalcustomers and internal suppliers
within the IDray organization. A good working relationship
among 21; departments and employees is essential for the smooth
operation of the library.

.

/
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Interfuncticnd. and interhierarchical dependency: the relationship
between internal and external customers. Brinpng departments together thr~ughteams. R8
The rektionship among library employees. R10

-

.s'~:;
Supplier and alliance markets refer to relationships with sources
of organizations raw materials and basic equipment or systems. 1.ibray coIla5orations rather than adversarial negotiations with publishers, system vendors, and booksellers are becoming more and
more co~monplace.Tfie easy trick is folding these relationships into
a marketing plan. The hat trick is changing attitudes, adopting new
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Referral markets are the groups Bat do marketing on behalf of the
library, those who act as intermediate marketers for it. "Word of
mouth" by satisfied customers is generally accepted as the best kind of
advertising. Planning to make it happen is elttsive and long term.
Tlqinking through the chah of referrd possibilities, organizing the
links and budgeting the campaigns MTEyield resnits, but they may be
a long tiiie coming in the red world. On the net in the cybenvorld referral markets may be fast actirg, e.g. Amazon.comlsreturn cn their
profit sharing offer for dlbooks sold via web pages IirGkbg to theirs.

Marke: mechanisms are brought inside the company-profit centers
i i ~an organk,ation. Document Delivey~orproJit.R6

,
J~.~L;L::,

The relationship to the customer's c-~s'lomer-eg, xndors o f i n 3
products. RI9

Personal and social networks such as exist in professional opganizations-e.g., SLA, ALA, state libray assoauaons. Could also be
included underIng7uence Markets. RIO

,.

d ~ ,
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The mass media relationship. The nedia a n be supportive or damaging to the marketing. The way of handling the media relationships
is often crucial for success or failure. Don't hme. SHOULD have. R29
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Recmitment markets, foEowing Payne's model, are just tha: recruiting relatiocships desiged to attract and retain L x best people to
do what needs to be done, to work i.1the fm. or the profession and
help i; "live long and prosper." T h e great secret oaf the computer revolution is Sinat peopie now matter more to iinfomation systems than
ever not less." [l'?lomas H. Davenport, Information Ecology] Librxims know ti?$ but they contintie to :pore incorporating it into thei.
strategic plans at their peril act! their professiocs!
-.ce-
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Pxasocid relationships via symboIs and objects. What nzental im-

age does the libray coiyure and is that inage condzs*veto remiting brightyoung /ibrarians?RZ1
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Influence markets are the people acd goups who can benefit
the library, such as boards of di.ezms, friends groups, txstees,
state legislatures, and corporate exemtives, it is a mistake to think

that sirfipb b y f o i i o w i n g y ~library's
~
mission, the resuit wdl be
an expansion gf'J~n uence.

Megamarketing: reiationships above the market proper as with
governments, legisiators, influence individuals. Applies to a2 gpes
oJ"iibraries both public& and pn*~atelyJS-(nded
32
The non-commercid relationship. This is 2 reiationship between
the public sector and citizenslcustomers, h t it a h iniiudes voluntary organizations and other activities. H I . Related to E.3

advertise. Librarians orient 2nd teach. But librarians do not market. Why? just as Ma Beil is no longer the oniy phone coxpazy
in town, so tco is the library. Today cheices abound for information, reading, and entertziinrnent. Today there are alternative
sources to librzries. Today, as never before, libraries need relationship marketing.
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The Iibrsry and financier reiaticnship. fie library bozrd go7lzstee,
fiends ofthe bibraryguoups, Bill Gates! RZC
The Iaw-based relationship. A relationship to 2 cwtomer is sometimes foucded primarily on legal contracts and the threat of litigation. ag. Censorsh@or PSA. R22
The customer as member. Friends @the Libray. 1125
The green relationship. Make regcling eJoris visible and emyfor

the customer. R27

IIltY
Wlat s m e may beiieve t ~be: ar;arme aczdenic exercise is a m d y grounded in re&@ Tize prhciples of relationship marketkg naar&y intersect with rnmy existkg library relationships. Applyi~gthese
pr;,ncl$es begins ~ ~ 6iookig
th
differently at how x7eoperate within our
cment f:mework. Cdxently, Herb Wilitt is riglit. Librarim do not
market m d they sever have. Liiirarms count ad report. Librarims

% ~ f Q ~ m a is%akcrucial
@ ' corporate asset. At Inmagic,

via the Web and corporate intranets. lnmagic offers

inc., we give you the tools you need to get the most our

a broad array of products, from out-of-the-boxinforma-

of yosr information.

tion management solutions to a fully integrated library

VJe are a global ieader in providing information

system. Our software is used by more than half of the

mal?agement and library automation solutions. And

Fortune 500 and in over 50 countries because it is

our Web publishing technoiogy helps information

robust, flexible, easy to implement, and easy to use.

professionals effectively manage and disseminate

diverse types of data -text, multimedia and images -

lnmagic has what you need to make your
information work for you.

For more information visit us at www.inmagic.com
or call 800-229-8398 ext. 257

Empowering Information Leaders

No icager the sole domain for corporate America, e-commerce is now being
empioyed by governments: libraries, museums and con-profit organizations
zround h e worid. Sometimes ca1Ied the "web entrepreneurs" of the future, many
of these institutions are using e-commerce for everything fron distributing documents to selling images oclir,e 'lo collecting fees for fisi?ing licenses or eve~ingeducation comes. Bet is e-commerce for ycur library? And if so, how do you go
about incorporating e-ccaaerce in yonr special library?
In order to initiate e-ccmmerce ir, your Ebrary, you mnst understand what exactjy is this new omnipresent term-e-commerce. We W E then discuss the variety
of goals or" special iibrsries, 50th before the Internet, a ~ iad the onlice world, to
determine whether e- comzerce may st21 meet Ciese gods, or wheC?er these goals
need to be re-examiced is: !&kt of new tecirnciogy and the changing :ole of iibraries. And, as a major g ~ a for
I many Kiraries is the improvement of infornatioa
scu-ices, this articie ilJili explore how your iibraq may use e-co~merceto acXeve
this go&

Eespite popuiar conceptions, electronic coxxerce, or e-commerce, involves
more than jrrst d~anciaitraasactions taking place on yoar web site, it is redly
a3out u i n g tke web to generste revenge ip, a varierry of ways for your iibray. Ecommerce n a y involve cocd.lictir,g ficaccid transsctions dectrocicdy as we3 as
paying online fcr a product cr service that is deiivered offline. However, e-comnerce goes much 5eyocd C&se financia: ttanszctions and exchange of services
and goods. It also inchdes marketing products or services oniine whiie delivergr or
payment is nade mine, and promoting your iibrary oniixe, infi~encingpeople to
visit y3ur library, and make 2 voinntary contribution or i;ay 2 mexbership fee or
use your services

For purposes of this acticie, e-commerce is divided into three categories:
Direct E-Commerce - refers to conducting financial transactions online. It may include
providr~gd i n e ordering and payment for various services, where payment is usua!ly
made online: while del;,very of the products or services is done offline.
Indirect E-Commerce - refers to using the web to make money without collecting actui~~ynrer,ts
on your web site. For example, d i n e promotion ieading people to visit or
al .-use your services would be considered indirect e-commerce.
Digital E-Commerce - refers to activities taking place excllrsively on the Internet.
Payment 2nd delivery of products and services both take place in an electronic med i m . An example would be content like text, images, video, or services like constiting and research that are purchased (e.g., via a credit card) and delivered (e.g.,
via. e-maii) online.

-commerce to Accomplish
ibnr
alo
E-com~nercemay be used to accomplish a number of different goals of a special library.
Some common goals include: increasing revenue, improving efAciency, providing better service, marketing products and services, and providing access to information.
Althaugh 51e oniine bookstore, Arr,azon.com jwvw,amazon.com), is one of the most
poprriar examples of e-commerce. Most Americans are familiar wirh the site and many have
ordered books from Amazon.com. There are many other organizations-profit and nonprofit--in t5e United States and around the wodd that have successfully used e-commerce
in a nuriber of different ways. For example, the U.S. Postal Service (uw.estamp.com)
uses direct e-cmmerce to sell stamps. Various government organizations, such as the US.
Copyigtkt Office ~www.loc.gov/copyrigkt)use e-commerce to prcvide government forms to
the gu'slic. Museums such as the Louvre (wwwVWWmistrai.cuIture,fr/louvre/louvrea.htm
let
the public Qke a virtual tour. The Smithsonian Institute (w~v.si.edu/resource/faq/volunteer/start.km) lists volunteer opporhmities on its web site. The US. Mint displays the new
U.S. d o k r coin on its web site (m~.usmint.gov/dol1xcoin/index.cfm)so that it may receive feedback from the public.
As m y 5e seen, e-conmerce is used in a varieq of different ~vaysby very diverse organizations. it may be used for ar~ythingfrom increasing revenue to getting public feedback.

As the examples above demonstrate, e-commerce may accomplish many different
goals for a variety of organizations. In short, e-commerce shoaid be one of the many
steps tawarc! realizing your library's goals. However, each library has a different set of
goals, needs and expectations and your first step should be the examination of these
goals. This is not a one-ime process. These goals and priorities wid change as the Internet evcives as does your involvement with it, and you will need to constantly re-visit and
evaiua!:e y o x own needs.
in order to best evakate your e-commerce gods, it is impomnt to determine what the
goals af your library are in general-or before fhe Internet. What does your library aim to
achieve offlice? '$hat is your library's mission statement? Is it to make monep What
zbout to inform, educate and entertain your patronsiclientele? Once you have established
your offline gods, the^, yolr must go through the same brain-storming process to determine
your online g d s . Then, the uitimate questions: do your offline an6 online goals intersect?
Is it appropriate to go online (if you haven't already) or to increase your online or e-commerce ac'Liv2ies? And Acaliy, you must ask yourself: is e-commerce the best way to achieve
the go& of yoar library?
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Here are examples of commm online and sMine goals to consider. Wki,ich goals q$y 3
your li'irary? Are there otkrs?
lncrease revenue
Buiid a database and provide access ts database
increase efkiency
Develop new information resmrces
Provide beaer quality s e x k e
Market your institution - both the physic& premises and :ts senrices
SnpporL curricuium
Teackixglinstruction
Consoiidate your services
Increase speed of delivery oi information
Provide equd access to information
Increase your market size
Develop a commmity among groups and individu.ds
Ficd alternative revenue streams (online revenue n a y be additional to other revenne
su13 as memberships, e k )
Serve customers beaer
Increase productivity
Lower admiiistrztion costs
Filter information
Provide vahe added services
To become more approachabie and avaiiable on the Internet
To develop new ways of satis@ng your library's mandate
To increase your library's cliect base and crezte a sense of coxmunity in t5e sometimes
"unfriendly acd vast" oniine worid
To improve access t3 information

Librzrfes zre successfully usicg e-commerce in a n ~ m b e rof different ways to accomplish various g o a k A good example of a library wing direct e-commerce is the Library of
Virgicia. The Library of Virginia uses direct e-ccmmerce in t z ~ odifferent ways. Tatrons of
the library may adopt a book {i.e.,oce that is damaged) by faxing or mazing in an o d n e
fora with credit card payment from <ie library's web site (m..ieo.vsla.edc./Eoundatioc/
adform.htm1) Visitors to 'Lire Library of Virgicia's web site may also shop on-line from the
library's gift shop (~~vm~.leo.vsia.eduisfiop/index.htmij.
An exampie of a library using e-commerce icdirectly is the Seatse Flrbiic Library.
The Seattle Pnblic Library will answer questions of Iibrzry card holders and allow new
The
patrons to appiy for a library card online /7fi~m.spi.orglqnickinfo/formexpIIhtmi)
Library of Congress has also used indirect e-commerce by iecluding its catalogue hoidAnorher example is
ings on its web site (w~~~..Icweb.loc.govlhomepage/oniine.htmi)
Central Washington UniversiQ Library. The web site of Central Washington Biniversity
~rbrary (~~,lib.cw.edu/circ~lati~n/re~ej~~a~s.htm~
provides individual circr;latisn
records, a listing of items patrons have checked out acd allow patrons to renew xateri21s oniine.
* ~

Libraries are the primary source of informatior, for many people. An impcmnt goa': fcr
many Elraries is to improve its information services by increasing access to information,
Your library may zckieve 5iis god through the use of e-commerce.
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*.With the proliferation of comp~tersand Internet access ic i~omes,imraries
and workplaces across the wogd, increased sccess *LC iriformation is possibie for mar:y people
tfxocghout the world. C-lobal marketing is now a reaiiq for many iibraries. Libraries w o k wide such as Smford University (hftp:i/d~ib.s~.r:ford.edu) a r t Yale Onivenity
(vw~.iibrary,yale~edc,j
have comprehecsiire web sites that reach pa2crrs t h c u g h ~ u ttl?e
wodd. E-com~erceo p e x up a whoie new global market for your libray. Anything you
ct;mse to place on your library's web site vdl be avdabie for aayone to access at any 5me
of the d2y or night (sometimes referred to as 7/24). Fo: exampie, you may want to piace
infonation regardkg your ilraryls hours. services, the ccE.ectio~sthe library hrs, acd
docdments for sale.

E-comnerce may be lrsed to develop new Information resources for your kbrary aad racrease access to information for yosr patmx, as weD as build y o x dientele and onIhe
community. Your library's web site may iindude links to other useful web sites ci may sdude information geared toward specific patrons. For example, ;f yocr library is located in
an area with a iarge SOL& Asian communiq you nay want to lndude information geared
toward this c o x ~ m d t yspecificaily and. iinks to other nseM web sites R i s has been done
by the Library of Richmond, British Coiumbiz, Canada (h~p://~ly.r~~~.rp!.richnond.bc.ca!
maiePage.htm). The Sibrary of Richmond also sUows paxons 'Lo pay library fees d i n e and
to regster
for courses onI~ne.
~p.>,arie~which are part of bigger orgaeizatioris such as a college or university are now
including information regardiing other departments or campus I~braries.For example, pstrons of M e University library (~nm,library.yaIe.edu)car,access information about the
various libraries or, the W e camps through its web site. Corpora? iijrsries v&h resource
centers in different cities. states or countries may also foliow this approach.
Aisc, you m2y also wish a digitize part of y o u ccEecScn, as the t'niversity of Chicago
has done with a coiiection of Paerican EnvironmentA Photqyaphs (t:ttp://memo~j..J.ioc.gov/
amme~Ja~vxd97/icuhtnl/acphome.ht~9),
Some corporations z e now digitizing m n y interr;.ddocuments a d p s e r r ~ o n fo"orccess
s
i;y others in the corporstions; C%s is something
your iibrary may take an active role ir.
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The speed a', which information delivered is important. Effec'Lve infcrma";ion semrvlces
depends rrpon the quick delivery of informatior:. The Internet &ows for iarge amounts of
information to be quickiy ddivered. Usicg e-commerce wid help your iibrary deiiver informatiorr cpickly to iarge groups of icdividuals. This may range from informstio~regarding
y o x library's po3cies to information on how to access your library's co3ections or services.
For example, patrons may quiciily receive icformation regarding the Library of CorIgess
coilections by searchkg ffiei: web site.
Bd@8&@@
&&@FB
I ?~@R
By using e-commerce, your iibrsry nay inciease the market to which informtior, is d s tributed. With its global na$xe, the Internet wili dlow ycu to reac?: more people tl.,roughout
he world than ever before, as tine zones an2 borders are irrelevant in cySerspace. If your
iibrary is nct currently using e-commerce, it may only be reaching people who iive ir, the
same city as vdlere the library is iocated. ilowever, if e-commerce is used to increase <?e
market to which inforzatioc is distribu";ed,not oniy may yo3 reach mmore iocd patrons, btit
individuals 5 b ~ ~ g h oLie
u t rest of the world. You n a y ziso read those pa'l,.cas viko m g be
unable to cone to your Iibrary not only for geogaphic reasons. but dso becase of disability or 3ness. Broadenicg your market not oniy increases awareness of your iibrary acd &e
services it offers, bat may generate more li'~raryclients aad possi'ile docations to the iibrary in Cle future.
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Devclaplng an E·cammcrce Strategy
As is evident, in the twenty-first century, improving your library's information services
means developing and continually enhancing your online presence. By doing so, you ensure a large number of people will have access to information that is rapidly available to
them around the clock. Before you decide to develop your library's online presence, take a
look at your overall picture and develop an e-commerce strategy.
Wnat is an e-commerce strategy? An e-commerce strategy is a well thought-out document clearly setting out how e-commerce and the online environment may assist your organization to make money either directly or indirectly from the Internet. The strategy is
based on your current offline and online goals and provides a step-by-step process of either
beginning or improving your library's e-commerce and online activities. It should be customized to meet the needs of your library. It should provide a blue print of how best to implement e-commerce in your library and will help convince others in your library of the importance of your presence online.
There are a number of things to consider when developing an e-commerce strategy for
your library:
Determine your library's primary goal in relation to e-commerce. What is it you want to
achieve? Do you want to increase revenue or efficiency? Do you want to market your
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likargn Decide what your goal is and rexember that these goals shouid be reassessed
often, as they may change over time.
Sady how others have met this goal - examine ot5er web sites and ask yourself what
you like about thek e-commerce and how you woxX change it. For exampie, the Centrai Washington University Eibrary allows patrons '-Q renew materials and prcvides icdividaai circuiation records (see h~p:llwww.lib.k2v~.ed~.!cire~iation/renewais~htmi).
SeattIe Public Library wii: answer questions $om its pa&ons and win albw patrons
to appiy for cards onlhe (see hQ:!!~~~%~,s$.org/quickinfo/formexpl~htd)
Register your domain name - your name is Cqe key to e-comwce, so seiect acd register an appropriate Comain name if you have net &ready done so, Even if yoti have a
GRL registced, consider whether it is tkc best one for you, For exampie,
www.cityofwashvi~elib.commi@ not be the best ur1 as it is too long and diffimlt to
rexember; maybe www.wEbrxy~comwould be more appropriate. Also, yolr may watt
more than one URL, for instance, one CRL for your indirect e-commerce portion, and a
L your direct e-commerce pot%on or cybershop.
separate ~ K for
Determine five noe-remunerative service~Ic~ntent
appropriate for your web site these bring people to yom web site ~ h may
o be inteerested in your paying services?
These are you: indirect e-commerce items. For example, gi;:vir:g patrons the oppoguzity
to ask simple research questions or browse your catalogx.
Deterzke -9ve remunerative servicesiontent a?prcpriak for your lbray's web site- wkj
wilI people pay? Speed? Reasenable pricing? Q d i t y &id reliability of services!cozient? Is
it nore detailed or cr~stomizeda a n what is available for free on the Internet? Exnqles indude aUowt1g paeons t
sorder articles, images, preseeziiions md books oxbe.
Assess your techniczl capabilities-do you need to train digital workers, hire employees
or work with consuIants? IF this Is your first time devdopi2g your online presence,
you wil! need to assess what goes into creating and maintaining a web site.
%%at are your monetzy realities--what is your budget for sexing np an e-comxerce site?
Should ycu sex $on your awn web site?-do you have ioyai customers to your web
site? Do you have a good relationship with an onihe vendor?
When is the best time to imzcii your e-commerce initiative? Shouid you launc'r: it all at
once, or launch it in portions? Partidy launching it may prov2de ycu with a "test" to
wduate its positive a d negative aspects. However, make s u e you laundrl e n o ~ g hof it
to make it wozkhile for your clientele.
W% you be providhg goods and services to the pubiic &at requires paymer=L,or not? If so,
how wiE yoc coiiect paymects? - credit card or checks? Digital cash? Offline or cniine?
Do you want to make money without "sePUing" &om ymr web site? Yon may sell ad~iertisicg oe your web site-banner ads, bcunty deals and dspiaying content oc a commissioned basis (i.e., content owner seas context and institution obtains a psrtion of
the moneys obtzined)
Establish bc"Li?an o&ce an6 o3ice mxketing plan-mail out, brochres, tradtiocd
press; register with search engines every six to ei& weeks jk., Yak:ooi), thirC p z v
web sites andlor links to yonr web site, and emaii broadcasts.
Examine the legal issv.es-inteBec%aI property (i.e., t r a d e ~ z k s copyr@?t),
,
taxation,
privacy, and adv~<ising.A lawyer specidizing in in'Leilectuai property or Icternet law
may be able to advise you on these issues.

One consistent goal of libraries is to improve infomation services-by improvhg access
to information, imeaskg y o u mzrket, inaeasizg resources zvairabk and delivering idormation ir, a timely fashion. However7gods of special li!m.ries may differ a d d , g e wer
time. Once you have esablished your goals, it is i~portantto keep reassessing &em cver
time so t3at they remain relevant to your library. Use your e-comerce sgateggr as a blae
p:int which needs revision as the 8'worZ',i.e., Internet, keeps chagig. Pad keep ia ~ 2 n d ~
e-co~merceis new to everyone, and there is lets of room fo"QTnnovatio~
and creativity.
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Consider the source
There's PO doubt that t e c h ~ o l o g yis changing the way
i:brar~eswork, and we're inaking sure it works in pour favor.
We've taken the three industry sta~dards,Books In Printm,

Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory'",and
Literary Market Place" to the Web, so now you can
click open the world with our ~nrivaled,up-to-date
information for greater convenience than ever before,

click open the worldT"...
and d~scoverall the options available in the all new
booksinprint.com" 2000, ulrichsweb.com~",
and
litcrarymarketplace.com". Offering navigational ease
dly interfaces, our sleek new Web-based
o u the information you need faster,
easler, and with more frequent updates than ever before.

...or go by the book
you refer y o u data in book or CD-ROM form, those
media are stil! available, too, complete with all the
f e a t ~ r e sthat have maye Bowker the number one
source for
:f

more than 3 miiiion records
more tha- 490.000full-text reviews
audio and video records
out-of-p::nt books
stock availability from major suppliers
direct searching on We of our 200,000
publishes, distributors, and who!esaiers
author biographies
over 300 booic, audio, and video awards

The premier serials source
near!y 250,000 serials, periodicals,
annuais, and newspapers worldwide
8,000 reviews from Magazines for
Libraries and Library Journal
updated monthly
over 59,OCO e m a i l addresses
over 54,000 URLs
A&i avaitabillty
docume-: deiivery services

..

www.literarymarketplace.com
The bible of book publishing
a comprehensive, organizeci database
of everyone and everything in the
business worldwide-from
publishers,
agents, and ad agencies to associations,
distributors, and events
includes International Literary
Market PlaceT"
regular mdates

aycee Hale is the founder and executive director of the world's largest net
work of educationally affiliated fashion research centers which are located at
the fashion Institute of Research and Design. She is responsible for all
program pianning development, strategy implementation, divisional
organization and services coordination throughout the state cf California.
Hale has been an active member of SLA since 1978.
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The Resource 6r Kesearch Center of the Fashion Institute of Design 6t Merchandising is
committed to sen-ing the apparel, interiors, textiles, and entertainment information needs of
its diverse student, kculty, alumni, industly-related, and general public com~unitles.This
commitment is execated by the following: providing quality customer satisfaction; acquiring, organizing, and accessing historic, current, and predictive resource materials; furnishing print and noc-print tactile learning tools; creating an environment flat transcends the
information era and enbraces the learning age; and utilizing advanced technology to fuel
the creative attributes of o x users.
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Our vision is to create a prefered fuhire ret?,ecLiveof our petential to exceed the expectations of our Gents. It is to establish a living image that changes as FIDM and our respective industries move
into the next millennhm. Our mission is to respond to the '%ar,ytime, anyplace, and no-matter what" demands of our customers.

Our users incIude members of many groups. Primarily we serve
on-site FIDM students, faculty, and staff in four California locations-Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, arid Qraqge County.
We respond to in-person, telephone, fax, letter, and e-mail requests
from RDM's 20,000; al~rnni.We, also, service the information
needs of tile apparel, interior design, textiles, and entertainment industries. Additionally, we receive numerous inquiries frox the general public regarding oar industry-related disciplines.

ion trend forecasting. The request woilld be something like..."what
are going to be the hottest colors for womenswear for the first season of the new century? what's the best selling pant silhoue~efor
teenagers for Fall '997 what will be the most successful fad for this
coming summer"...

We receive both fascinating and entertaining requests daily.
Some examples are as follows:

:

W2at do silk manufactmers do with the si'!kv~.ormsafter 2
makes the sik?
Do you have a book on drawing necks acd feet?
%at textile companies xake fabric fhat is scented?
-%%ere can I buy piastic see-thx jeans?
What company makes disposable clothes?
Vhy do men's and women's d o L ~ n gbutton on different sides?
Tfio'sthe European designer who makes skirts for men?
%&at was the most expensive dress ever made?
What are Barbie's dimecsicns?
If C?e labe! in my blouse says "handwash on$", can I wash 2
in a washing machine?
Hou7 do you clean lipstick off a man's shi-t?
How dc you get cacdlewax off the c q x t ?
mat size did Queen Latifah wear in t3e movie "5ivia,c Out
Ecud"?
Ho~7much is a pair of Ferragamo shoes like the oces Cindereiia
wore in that last movie?
How did Tommy ffi1Zger make it so big'?
How old was the youngest fashion designer who ever made
over !OD million doIIars?
Where can I get a patent on <?is dress '.just designed?

Yes. Some of our ustomers have a microwave mentaSty. They
have a question ridit now and Lhy believe t3at t5e answer shoxld
be imediate@ forthcoming; a 24 second wait for a website downioad is much too slow. Due to the seasonal changes of c m i n h s tries' products, everything seems 'Lo be "behid deadline" and
hence, time sensitive. As a c academic library we, of course, encounter sfxdects who just don't quite get started on the project
that's due tomorrow un% 5 PM tcd;ty.

reasons. To enumerate Clem would be take every page of In@rmation QlitiOok.SOlet me try tc narrow <ye list $OWEto the top 1,800.
(on& kiddfng). The excitement is sewn within the fabric of our corporate c u i t ~ e .
We are an accredited two-year coliege. Our argmizational mission is to educate an bEerna",inaI ppulace about !ifes@e cc=ponents tbat impact us all.
We take our academic and weer-riaking leadersiip positions
very seriously. FiDM is a pro-active pati?Bnder in b u r exciting
industries-fashion, interior design, textiles, and entertainment.
Every person in the universe is excited by one o-r more of those
societal elements. Even in Third VJorid countries, one's adornment of self and habitat and one's entertainment is of major pe:sonal importance.
FIDM is an acive c s m ~ ~ n icitizen.
ty
Vie irwoive ourselves in everythhg from politics to It-I2 education, from chxity events to glob d projects, and from costume exbillits LLO qberspxe pa~~nerships.
One of tile MOST exciting parts of working at BIDM is the
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zdmW$rative support tirat is provided for professional involvement. I'm fortcnate enough to be encouraged by both the President and the Education VP to participate ACTWELY in all library
associations. They are very proud of the fact that I've been invited
to speak zbcut libraries, librarians, and related topics in 43 states
and on five con~inents.

VALUABLE asset.
Without a dedicated, enthusiastic, and customer-satisfaction oriented staff. the library would wither into a collection of inanimate obday is much the same as jects and electronic tools. It's the staff that makes our division an
that of any other library administrator. That includes staff meet- interactive venue of acquiring, organizing, retrievhg, searching, reicgs, budget manipu!aticns, revising departmental policies and pro- searching, and delivering on our service promise. There's a sign on
cedures, phone calls, e-mail, working with department heads in every pllblic desk that reads ... "PLEASE feel free to interrupt
four locations, 5te immeasurable "to do" list, and more interrup- me." It is to inform ow customers that "thg" are our jobs, not
whatever papenvork is in front of us.
tions of ali of the above than the law should allow.
The RGtRC staff is both multi-fold and ma&. They are efficient
I thought it might be interesting to randomly select a day from
last month's cdiendar and give you a short list of some of the more and effective. They are pro- active in determining the anticipated
fasckati~gaspects of tiiat day. Here are a few of my calendar notes needs of our clientele, rather Clan waiting to react once the user
shows up at any public service desk. Our staff members exhibit a
from that Wednesday:
Meeting with administrators of the Los Angeies County Li- constant display of people-, idea-, and action-oriemtion over probrary System to discuss their library make-over marketing cess and technical operations. They measure results by discovery,
breakthrough, and innovation.
prcgram
What provides us with a great deal of pride about our staff is
Discussicn wiCl Fashion Exhibits International President regardi~gan upcoming costume exhibit at the Vancouver (Brit- the fact that we have many levels of expertise-ranging from specialities in costume, textiles, interior design, and information techish Coiumbia) Central Library
Cali from DeanZign (Celebrity Costume Designer for Natalie nology to masters degrees in severai disciplines. The age range is
Cole, Patty Label'ie, Nancy Wilson, etc.) regarding her upccm- 20 to 72. In addition to English, the staff speaks Spanish, French,
Itaiian, and Tagalog.
iEg editorial spread in Vogue magazine
Martin Luther King once said "The ultimate measure of a man is
~ollaborationwith Utah Library Association program planner
not
where he stands in moments of comfort m d convenience, but
regarctin-ga pre-conference session I'm presenting for them...
where he stands at times of challenge, controversy and change."
"Knock Your Soc& OfSewice"
Strategizing with FIDM's architectural interior designer re- The RGLRC staff works to meet the challenge, overcome the controversy between whether we should be technology-driven or tradigarding a hcelift for our §an Francisco library
Ca3 frcm a Iocal Welfare-to-Work Coordinator who wanted tion-driven, and embrace change in order to sewice the infcrmame to talk tc a young man wanting to start his own manu- tionfinfotainment-insatiablesociety in which we live.
f a c ~ ~ r i ncompany
g
of young men's urbanwex
Indeed, they are a group of individuals who do not suffer from
E-mag reply tto a Hawaiian Real Estate firm who's looking fcr myopia, rather they capitalize on their panoramic view of the hture
someone to hire as an information technology consultant for needs of a clientele who have not yet come through our doorways.
an upcoming Eco-Spa project in California
They believe that "being the best" is, at best, transitional. They
Discussion with FIDM faculty member regarding the Ferraga- know that "quality" was once yesterday's extra, but it is today's exx o Museum (Ffcrexe, Italy) Audrey Hepburn exhibit.
pectation and tomorrow's essential. Understanding and embracing
Surfing ;he Net for 100 new hot links to add to FIDM's web- the premise that "change is now the norm" accentuates the flexibilsite f e a ~ ~ r .Koo!
e . . Connections.
ity they utiiize with each moment of truth encounter.
Phone cajl from Tokyo requesting that I consider becoming a
The RGrRC staff is f d y ensconced in GREAT customer service/
mentor in theix International Business Mentor program
satisfaction. This theory is substantiated by FIDM's organizational
Reviewing a donation of fashion magazines and hand-paint- leadership. FIDM administrators believe in the potential of every eme~ illJ s.; ~.-~ ~ t ithat
o n sdates back to the late 19th century
ployee to be GREAT. Ours is the belief in the ability of staff members
Telephone call from <ie Peter Jennings show in New York re- to reach great heights . . . to supersede their own expectations by exgirding information he needed before a 5PM broadcast.
panding their skills and abilities . . . to hoid themselves accountable
to be at their best at all times . . . to develop new skills and to grow
by achieving their own level of excellence . . . to act as role models
and teachers for our student body . . . and to embrace an ownership
attitude about their services and aborrt our organization.
I'm very proud to say that the R&RC staff takes on a muititude of
roles in any give day, They act as ambassadors, catalysts, coaches,
consultants, counselors, entrepreneurs, explorers, futurists, historians,
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inquisitors, inte~reters,iwestigators, listeners, logisticians, mentors, motivators, nurturers, planners, tzctitior?as, and teaciiers. Additionally, they excei in their role as information speciaiists
Peter Dmcker said, "the only real differerice between oce organization and another is the performance sf its eopie". ?=;reR&RC
staff puts on extraordinary performances each and every day.

en on skff in the four locations.

Yes, we are very invoIved with international affairs and the
RGLRC staff ddoes internztionai research daily-wi?etizer we are
searching for a sock manufacturer in Thailand or the electrical
specifications for a computer-assisteC design 2rm about to re-ioca":
in Pretoria, South Africa or c b ~ i n i n gthe pattern measurements of
a size 4 in Singapore.
FIDM's s t u d e ~bo2y
t
is international and comes 'LO us from over
40 countries; hence, our da2y interaction is w2? the fctm indv.stry leaders of mary countries. Frequently, their dass projects are
centered on doing library research that invo?~esdemographics and

psychcg~z~i7icsa h a their native land. AdditionaIIy, our alnmci
iive and work in conctries on every continezt. Oc;r library sewices
are available to them at ali 'Limes acd for their entire lives. As <ley
work in their c7~r:entjobs and as they progress in their futnre careers, we have found <?at their need for cur services go~.vs.
Kegawding ininternatiocai affairs, FIDM has developed projects
that require cross-f~nc'LionaIorganiza';ional t e a m with different
department izeads acting as facilitators. in intermtiand affairs, we
are project and outcomes driven. It is said C?zt "in a rapidy &mging world, change is stability." Thus, the R W has become the
centr2 core of the interna'lioca! resesrch seeded f ~ our
r organization, 33: student body, and our respective icdustries.

Tiie most exciting praject in su: immediate %%re is fc create a
twer,!-first centuy library on an an: campuses. Each and every
staff m e ~ ~ b ise rdirectiy invcived. I've directed them tc <Ink aboG
tlxir respective divisions with "new eyes", to ~er,taEyclear <kir
rooms of everything, an2 ',o envision what we shodd be, :athe1
than what we are. I've chaEer,ged Cqe saff to "dare to dream
GREAT dreams", to be expansive in <?eir vision, and te energize
their imagication.
One of n y other direcsves "Lotke supervisory skff is to do fieid
research. They've been asked to visit 5 e to? 'Len Zbraries in their
residential commmities and to inGzvkw the staff and patrom
about (1) what makes that 1kx-y a WOW iikary and (2)what are
their best practices. We're dso reviewing com~ercisland residential fxciture manufactwing cataiogs to look for non- rrakitiona!
3xnishings &at wili f~cc5onin our learning environment. Vie
wan: to take advactage of the treed toward "great rooms" that are
mvlti-functionaj.
We want to increase our value tc o w customers...not only by
vAat resources we offer, but also by the type of envi:oament we
provide for their sZdies, research. and entertainment, We've adopted the attit~de5mt stir researciz centers doa't have tc be drab and/
cr boring. Onr custoxers are creative and. we want to eskbiish the
type of environment that complements and enhacces their
strengths.

We are researching ways to provide services and resources ac' e
cess to $1 tiidigible nsers regardjess of 5ieir geographic location. W
ceed L
' o provide these seAces as FIDI'SI enters the realm of distance
learning. The challenges abcund ic determining dectronic coliec:'scs and services, in keeping up with the hardware, software, and
connectiviy issues, in assessing the stazng acd budget requirements: etc. We pian 'Lo set up fecus groups of v%ious user popdatioc segnects.

demonstrations; library staff participation in organizational teams;
monthly meetings with other departments; special events; articles
and news briefs in organizational and student publications, etc.
The most successfuI marketing strategy flat we utilize is "knock
The URL for FIDM's web site is http:llwliu7.fidm.c0m. Our coi- your socks oflsewice. 'We stress customer satisfaction, rather than
lege estab'lished the web site in 1996 and 1 was directly involved in customer sewice. We strive to transforn: our library users into lithe initial plarxning, design, implementation, maintenance, and bray advocates who will, in turn, become life-long iearners who
mafleti~zgphases. I worked closely with the Information Technolo- utiiize our professional expertise to enhance their career and pergy department CLQ develop content for the site. The RQRC provided sonal lives. We work to make our clientele feel like life-long partresearck interviews, and texr; we developed three of the current ners in exploration and discovery. The librarytclient mutual support
features on the site . . UoI Connections, the Global Fashion Cal- arrd respect benefits not only our RQRC staff, but also our institution, our profession, as well as our world.
en&, and "DM SQe.
\lie recognize that the path to successful marketing of our serToday, we continne to provide the content for those three feavices
is not a single one, but at tile same time, we are adamant
tures, Onr si:e is updated monthly. The site is administered by an
impression
t
" cononsite Internet Team of which tile RGLRC is a member.
about the strength of our "moment g"/"trutWJrs
tact with each and every library user. That "moment of t~/uth"establishes that we are ready, willing, and very capable of providing
successful results for anyone who enters our Center.

college :aajors, admissions, and campus sites. We have a feature
entitled "'Dear Fashion Girl" where Internet users submit questions
about fashion t~endsand fashion tips.

Currently, we are assessing our purchase-percentage ratio of
print versus electronic resources. We're anaiyzing where we have
spent our past dollars and where we will shift our funds within the
next three, five, and ten years.
Within the past 18 months, we've found that we are putting
Tile R&RC staff kas developed a series of Internet lectures that many more dollars into technological tools and resources that we
are provided to fgur distinct FIDM populations: students; faculty; could have imagined. We feel that tkrust of shifting funds will consrzff; and administration. Currently about fifty classes are taught by tinue until we have reached an above averqe smdent-to-computer
tize R&RC each quxter. Internet 101 is for someone who has never ratio. Additionally, we have found that our budget requests for this
touched a compster. internet lC.2 is for the user who has surfed oc- fiscal year have increased monumentally due to the cost of on-line
czsionaD.y. Advmed Internet Searching is for the serious researche~ services for the fashion industry, Whereas before, we could purwho wishes to r e b e hisiher skills. Our e-mail class teaches our cli- chase one title of a predictive print service for $5,000; now we find
entele haw to set up their own free account, how to use different that in order to provide a twenty-four hour fashion news service for
browsers, and the imicacies of sending and opening attachmen%.
one site, the price is quadruple.
Armed with the knowledge that we must keep up with the hardware and software needs and the expectations of our users, we recognize that there must be a strong focus on our learning evewhing
we can from and about the technology industries.
Our student body is strongly visual and tactile. They are the MTV
is marketed through a variety of methods: library- generation where color, movement, and where multiple things going
brochures; instrzccional handouts; Iibrary orientatiom; facuity fo- on all at the same time are the "norm". Their skills and intellectual
r m s ; icstructicnai offerings; department head luncheons; product assets are much more right-brained than traditiond academic college
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stcdents. They've gown up sketching. painting an6 creating. Our
student is the child who instead of using the napkin on histher lap
w r d d take it and make clothes or x t a i n s for Barbk or Kec.
Hence, our funds have alv~aysbee2 p q o % r x d so 522.t ccn-print
=aterials provided learning experiences for our s'ludents and patrons &at were unavailable elsewhere.
The (not so) new kid on the block is the or3ne information resources and the Internet. We hwe sradents whoVe had a computer
in their homes before Liey were out of eementarj school. Their expectations about nzncsecsnd information Celivery are very different
&I.
mine were at their ages. Cur funding ailocztions, therefore,
need much closer monitoring than ever before so that we can provide a variety of information access points for oil: users.
Vie: here at FIDM, are intent upon Suilding career professionals. Our student body will be with us in pursuit of their educationa1 gclals from nine months 'Lo three years; however, Cqe Resource
Q Kesearch Center's ictention is to create deep and strong roots
within eacin s t ~ d e n tso that iifdong learning and the pursuit of
relevant infclrrnation wili foilow them "Li?rorrghoutCleir professiocai careers. We want our ciientele to leave our campuses with a
right-brained attitude toward accomplisl-ment and a. left-brained
bravado of creative vision. With &at as a vision, our budget a k a tions mist reflect a new infornation age focus.
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What I feel abmt the word "l?irariann is centered dn what !
feel about reality versus perception. The reality of a ~rcfession
credentialed by post-graduate education and accredited by pnblic
service is noteworthy aad distinguished. The percephn of us by
others outside the profession does fist carry the same Itkd of
recognition. The question, then becoxes, are we "who we are
and pr~udcfit" or are we '%ho o f h mperceive us to be" predicated on ep word that does not necessarily carry societd stapds,
prestige, and esteem.
If the word 'Wrariac" is a stepping stone on a career patF: ieading Co the CIO or CEO of an instit-&on or organization, then we're
on the right access road. If, however, tke word is a sv~xbiingbiccb
to career advancement, t3en we had Setter reconsider what Max
DePree said, "it3 imponZnt to remember that we canliot become
what we need to be by remaimng w.haf we are. "
As we move into the Wenty-first ceckry* our assessment of
veriiiage may jxst paraEe1 5le transformation of x
r resources and
52e related comxunicaMons systems. The prkted word remains our
?oundation; however, the primary delivery process or vehide mzst
be more inclusive.
I'm not as hung up on B e viord "librarim" as i am concerned
about Lie job descri~tionof the position. Is a janitor more than a
janitor when he becomes re-dassified as a sanitation engineer? i
&?inknot! Is a li~rzrianmore than a li5rarian when we char:ge the
name? It's not as x u & in the name as it is in the indvkka'i responsWity we each should fzke to diz5 out of this "namecraliinnd
name c,fiangrhg"x t .
Someone once said, "there is no point in doing well that which
shouid not be done at allw.Close scmtiny of our indi-diduzl day

:t:,r:.t

ing debate sf "what am I going to be when I g o w q".

instmmen+A in providing me with professional
training, chagter/dvision/nationd forums for discussior: and debate: leadership greparation, access LLO esteemed coGeagues, international networking opportunities, and growth szppor"Lin achieving
my personal gods.
ASlert Einstein said, 'Qir imagination is oar preview of coming attractions". SLA not ordy serves as a professional and globs
veh4de for those with vision and imagination; i"; also, provides a
strong and powerfcl framework for o x informational hture, tke
skills to conquer the challenges, acd universal s i d e s ~o he12 us
all get there.
The best way to predict < ~ &.ire
e
is to invent it. VJ&z SLAisacthe mexbers, elected leaderskip, and associa2on star: coi!aborating about oijr future, I'n convinced that we, a& Bwe beel: met
with insurmov.n&Meopportucities.
It is nst the Special Libraries Association's responsibility to
iead us into the future. Indeed, it is our ir,Gvidnal ecergy en',izusiasm! effort and vision that will get us there. Our&&re is
ours to invent!
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Realities for Scientists, Librarians, and Publishers
by Carof Tenopir and Donald WElYing

The purpose of this book is to help scientists.
librarians. and publishers better understand
the dynamic nature of the journal system so
they can make more informed decisions
regarding electronic journals in the future.
The examination of the journal system over a 40-year
period provides revealing answers t o the following
questions:
are scientific scholarly journals worth saving?
what do trends in authorship, readership, library
services, and publishing show?
whatarethecausesandconsequencesofspiralling
journals prices?
and MORE!
To order, please call w
j11
or e-mail apryl8sla.org.
I

Q 2008,

ISBN: 8-871 11-507-7

I

M I 1:

at 1-202-939-3673,

The Kingdom of Swzirand is a sm& landlocked
country in the east of SouClern Afica with a land area of
17,364 km2, a population of app:cximately 9300,030, sixty-nine percent of whom iive in mral areas, and a telephone density of 2.5 per lC0. The economy is based on
agric~iture,which accounts fcr abed eleven percent of
gross domestic product. ViCth a GNP of just over one millicn US. dollars, the World Bank classifies Swaziiand as
a lower-middle-income country.
3ior to the attaicment of Swaziland's independence
in 1958, volunteer housewives drawn from Cqe i c m x c ~ i ty of coionial offlcia'is operated the few libraries that were
availabie. Professional llibrariansizip in the Kingdom only
took root in the 19730s and. 1980s. This ushereci in a new
era of service enhancements among which were infomation techncbgy (IT) applications. However, progress on
library IT initiatives has been sicw d.~eto pressing Rnancia!, humac resources, and socio-economic chagenges. It
is againstthis background &at Cle Internet experience in
Swaziland should be ~iiewed.

FW

more i#omaiion,
contact

A stndy published in '1995 established tbat the first
compter was introduced in Swaziland n 1974. Bublic
sector computerization has been slow, viXl more than
half the sector remaining manual as i a ~ eas I989 - the IT
function is either absent or weakly tieveloped in many organizations. ili!ost library and infomation centers in
Swaziland fa11 within the public sector realm and therefore reflect the same general low level of developmect in
their IT infrastructtlre.
In addition to a fde sewer at Lie Srraziland National Libray Services (SELS), Mbabane, t h e are approximately
twenty-two p e e o ~ acomputers
l
(Xs) distributed among t2e
country's six key librzies. %meen PCs are housed in the
SWLS m d used xair&7for word processing md in-house
database nanagement. Ti~esef i ~ r e sdo not cover the ':T
siaation i~ specid K~rzriesm h as tiie United Nations Cevdopment Program, LMteed States Ixfomation Sewice, B&
ish 6ouncJil,U&ed Nations Ch%kec's Fmd, etc.
As of April 1999, only the University of Swaziimd Libraries (UNISWA) had automated some of its Fdnctions,
maidy catdog~ingand circulation, Most of the lkaries
are stG in the automation planning stage. However, the
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basic IT and ever improving teiecommunications in%.~~~~~~~e in li'xartries. and ir?. Swaziland as a whole, has
ex~edit-edInternet connectivity.

in~ej-nptSei-\jics

.

~

FuE InZrnet access was ictrcduced in eariy 1996 and
Swaziland now has three major Icternet Sewice Providers
jiSPsj. It is estimated tirat Swaziland has 397 Internet
hosts and 900 Internet users. To date, there is no regiatory body in Swazibnd. The s2uead of the Internet has
seen ' l ~ egrowth of sud! services as email, ecozmerce,
bibliographic and infamation searches, downloading and
printing, online conferencing facilities, training courses
for Internet users acd Internet advertising and pubiisiaing
services in Swaziiand. The ?ve available Internet cafes
offer a %;i range of computer services, such as hardware
and software sales and ins~llation,suppcrt and training,
as well as photocopying services, Some of 51e d e s also
host ptlbiic teeiephcne booths.
Exclu&g specid li'xzies, few irlstk~tions hzve
acpkved Wbemet connectivity. Tize Mhbane and M a z k i
Bub'dc LibrwIes, ';-NISV/A, SUP& and SCOT Li'hciiies x e
d connected to the Internet. However, exploiktion of Internet idomation resources and senices is 2ot yet o p t i ~ d .

i;?ie;,?et Infsry3jg3
Of d the mjor cafA3gs of Klrary materids Ln Swazilaid, ody the L%rSllih catdog is cu~endyacesibk on :he
Internet at h ~ : l l i i b r q . : ~ ~ ~b@
~ ais. $not~ yet
, linked. to
other in;met Lfrmation uesonrces. m h e r , gaze of 5%
other major Ebrzies kave established the? presence on &e
Wernet. Most of the Swazi2and irSomatioc on the PXerne:
is a result nair?ly of efforts oxside the l i b r a ~cormmi$.
%1s, <ye popuk Sinan'1md on the Pntma' we5 site: h q : /
P~r~~.~i.r&et.co.sz/,
w3ich promotes iccai business, tourism, tradlons and & w e , is mai&&ed by the ISP, Xed.
image. Red Ixage h a mai_nwir,s the official governmect
&e: Irq:ll~~j~r~realnet.co.sz/bus~ess/
as we2 as oC?er
coamercid sites m d publicaticns, inchding the newspaper,
SWZ' C b s ~ f &
h~:li~~(~.s~miobse~e~.sz/.
The resuits of a Yahoo sea?& c o x r i g terms and. subjepc populz with S~vzziiandusas in academic 2nd p~hlic
,
is
libraries, s h ~ wG?at sezch times are ~ Q W inkmation
smnq an6 hardly relevant to xhe search subject terms. The
Internet is therefore aea2ng a crisis of expec2tions that

annot be net during the short term. Having said that, it is evident
that it has i~ some ways come to represent the high water mark of
inform&ion m e s s in Swaziland.

Adyai.:cms .,.;g;/tjacd sfires:ricte,2 Access
Censorship kws have historically restricted access to materids
considered. unorthodox. Documents articulating the political orientation of opposition groups such as People's United Democratic
Movenent (FVCEMO) and the Swaziland Youth Congress
(SWAYOCO), which, hz~erto,were not readily available, are :now
accessib'le on t&e internet, This, together with official Swaziland
government documents presents information consumers with d verse viwpoints.
The p'dblic at large now has access to the online WISWA atdog,
k:chd'irg Cie 5wziar:a index, which previously was restricted to the
Ugiversity of Sv:azhd conmunity m d its allied users. Students purwhg studies tkough the recently established Institute of Distance Education at the University of Swaziland can search o n h e catalogs at
&tenet afes aad other boss without necessarily having to physicaliy
visit the Kwakseni, Luyengo and Mbabane campus libraries.
Regarding e-commerce, Internet users now have access to many
services Lqat were previously difficult to access. Surpassing the
achievements cf the telephone system, e-mail has revolutionized
colr,munication, the results of which are, improved cooperatior, in
research.: business efficiency, and the promotion of socid networks,
transcending Swaziland's borders. Overall, the Internet has resulted
in major breakti?roughs towards the vision of unrestricted access to
inforna~ionin S-waziland. However, some lingering hurdles remain.
G$s;r c!es

Key ~irawbacksto unrestricted access to Internet information in
Swzzzliiand include Iimited user access in libraries. Policies on public
access are st% cn the drawing boards and are heavily influenced by
limited financial resources. User access charges are also an issue.
The w.rkns services avzilable from Internet cafes attract consider&e traffic, compromising user privacy. Digital library catdogs
provide Xoiiogaphic details of hard copy texts, which may not be
available locagy or in a timely manner. This is further complicated
by logis:ical, firaxid, and staffing constraints. The predominance
of English on tke Internet denies Swaziland users the benefit of accessicg znd inteqxeting information resources in SiSwati language
term that are understandable and more appealing to them.
Basic conputer literacy is lacking among the ordinary citizens
and pubIic Internet services are restricted to the major urban, inCnstrial, and ccmmercial centers. Rural cornunities do not have
ready access to Wernet information. UnreiiaSle power supplies and
linited teleccnmmications disrupts Internet services for averages
cE up tc &YO days.

Benefcizcies
Internet use in Swaziland is restricted to the elite, which have
the requisite basic computer skills. For example, it is Real Image's
policy to proviie free access only for schools and at the University
of S w d a n d ; access is restricted to the campus community. Also,
availability of the Internet in Swaziland offices and cafes is shaping

urwur.i~farma~ionouIIook.c~m
................. ..

the thinking of select civic groups! including women's and children's rights groups, the youth, academia, politicians, government
officials, students, and entreprenerrrs, perhaps more than t'ne analog library ever did. The global widening gap between the information rich and poor is being replicated in Swaziland. The other
side of the coin is that by empowering youth and pivotal civic
groups with information, the Internet is sowing the seeds of a
deeper social transformation, which in the long term will benefit
a11 Swazi citizens. Nonetheless, it is imperative that Iibraries in
Swaziland promote Internet information access so that it touches
the lives of all citizens.
.-.
kxtsncjqa
;!y:e?ne: infoy,yla:ion Arcgss

-

To accelerate the long cherished vision of realizing equitable access to information, libraries in Swaziland should:
%ke advantage of the training programs run by the ISPs and
related institutions to develop fhe requisite Internet skills.
Launch broad based development programs to empower communities with computer skills to conduct indepencient information searches.
Develop library web sites linked to other relevant Internet information resources.
Use digital imaging technoiogy to convert SiSwati texts and
other seminal works for access on the Internet.
Devebp and implement a SiSwati subject thesaurs for use in
classifying Swaziland Internet information.
In cooperation with other development agencies, advocate for the
inclusion of IT components in development projects earmarked to
provide basic services to disadvantaged communities.
Consult with Internet caf6 authorities to influence office redesign to provide for privacy in Internet surfing.
The considerable Internet penetration in Swaziland is widening
access to information especially by the elite. Resource constraints are
impeding optimal access to, and ut3:zation of Internet information.
Proactive approaches by library, information, electricity, telecomunicztions, and education and training experts in cooperation with the
Swaziland government, donor agencies and civil society are required
&$
to realize the vision of equitable access to information.
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$503 to $2C,300 per act of Lzfringement t8 a range of
$753 to $30,300. In cases of wi%d ii?%rigement, the cap
has now beerr raised h r n $100,333 to $150,039. The
amendment was ezective inrediately zpon sigzing. A
copyright owcer who sues for infringement may elect to
receive ei5er acta:ai damages and pro& or stztmry
damages. T'ne advantage of staatoy &ages is that the
owxr is reiieved of having to prove the acka! zmolrnt of
damage. Mowwer, in order to be eligibie to receive s 2 t ~ i tory damages, <?e copy;i&:t holder m.st have registered
Lie work with the t7.S. Copyri$?t Office prior to ocmrence of the icfricgenent. St&Xoy damages generdy
are aimed at pro.Jidcg a deterre1.t for infringement and
to compecsate the copyrig% holder for &e harm.
The p r i m - -reason for the increase in the damages is
3 reflect general iinflationary increases for ali @yes of
goods acd sewkes. The damages originaily were $250 to
$10,303; a I988 mendment increased the damages to
$580 to $$20,C00.It now appears that every deczlde or so
the st%;cl',cry daxages cap will be raised.
The 1999 Xo Electronic Theft (NET) Act was aiso
amended by ',inis act to direct the G.S. Sentencing Commission to develop exergency sentencing pideiines
within I20 days. The X"c AA was intended to cuf3 Gigital $racy by expriding the Copyright Act's criminai in".
rrmgement liability provisions even ~ffierethere is no
intent to profit from the infringement, The Act xakes it
a federal crime for anyone to wwiIIfLilly reproibice digitd
copyighted worh far prr~osesof commercid advansage or private Rnancid gzin. If the works copied are
vzlued at $2500 or more, a convicted defenGact may be
fined tip to 8250,080 and sentenced cp to five years in
f ed,rzl prison.
ie fad, cniy one person has been c?arge8mder the
Act. Jeffery Gerxd Levy, a 22-year old UniversiQ of Oregon s?~denthad loaded ixge qxaritities of copyighted
s o h a r e , imsic, games, and movies onto his web site for
download, The web site was hosted by the University of
Oregon, wZch feared iiabllity under <?e online service
prmider pra~siocsof the Digit21 Millennium Co~yigkt
:O

major concern for iibra<es, ait30ugh some of them have
the potential tc affeb Iibrares. me new amendments (1)
raise the lwei of statutory damages under the Ad, (2) reFar mort idarmtztion, quire the United Sates Sentendcg Commission to deve103
conttzct
pidelmes under the No EIectronic %eft Act, Q; add
Laura Guwq
sourid recordigs to 5ie definition of works for hie? md
~~tz,pacawIlv@unccedu),(4) kcrease Lie fees for registerhg a copyrigkted work.
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Act, and rmiversity officids notified authorities after it noticed the
high voime of traffic that was generated by the defendant's web
site. Leiy pleaded guilty to posting thousands of work on the site.
&though he faced maxiinurn penalties under the NET Act, in early
December 1999, it was announced that Levy had received two
years yobation and would have only limited access to the Internet
~uringthat tilne.
Despite E perhaps because of these fairly draconian penaltiest
&ere kis been a dearth of prosecutions under the NET Act. The
ernergercy sentencing guidelines are intended to respond to this
concern, At 29e ecd of Decenber 1999, the Sentenckg Commission
proposed thre:: sentencing options to serve as the temporary emergency sentencing sidelines. They are now available for comment,

.

'

-

:

,Li,,mer3es::e;q;l-- :!?p D & i ? i t i ~ gf
~ $73rk fsr Ejre :
Awork-for-hire is r;workprepared&herby an e~ipioyeewithin the scope of his or her employment or a work specifically ordered
or com:issioned for use as a contribution to one of nine types c? :
coIIective ;vo~k.sas a part of a: (1) motion picture, (2) other audio- visual ~ m k (3)
, translation, (4) suppleinental work, (5) cornpila-- tion, (6) kstn~cticnaltext, (7) test, (8) answer material for a test,
or as an :9) atlas. Signed by ths President on November 29, 1999, .
the om.ibus appropriations bill, became Pub. L. 106-113; it con-rained an unexpezed amendment to the Copyright Act's work-for- hire provision for solrnd recordings.
,

This is the same bill that creates a cause of action against cybersquatters who register well-known trademarks and tradenames of
others as Internet domain names in order to cause mischief or to
exact payment from the lawful owner of the mark or name. The cybersquatter provision of the appropriations biz creates liability for
using a living person's name as an Internet domain name, but it
exempts using such name in connection with a copyrighted work
including a work- for-hire. According to proponents, it was necessary to add sound recordings to the definition of work-for-hire so
that sound recordings could get the benefit of the exemption. Some
experts say that sound recordings are already treated as works-forhire including in the registration process, so this was only a technical amendment. The Register of Copyrights believes that the change
is more substantial, however.
.

.

-

i"l~lea~fld
C O. Q ; J5W. ~ CRegistratio?
-,
?,?es
The copyright registration fees increased from $20.00 to $30.00
effective July 1, 1999. Although this was certainly earlier than the
other amendments, many people remain unaware of this change.
Pursuant to the Technical Amendments Act of 1997, the Register of
Copyrights conducted a study on the cost of providing services to
the public. On that basis of the study, consultations with the public,
authors, and copyright owners, and based on public policy considerations, the basic registration fee was raised to support the activities involved in copyright registration.
&
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Have y 3 ~ ever
: considered
d1 that goes into to prodbzcizg
ari SLA ancua: conference
and. a11 t k t you receive for
your registration fee? Weli, as
Treasure;: I certziniy have,
and i thou.@ I would share
this kno'vvledge wit3 ycu
since it's qu2e iimpressive.
An amcunt of nearly $1.5
miilion of the association's
budget is aiIocated to be
&@
s p e ~ t on the Philadelphia
conference. (see box)
p
i
;r e As an aside, i thought i
vmuld share some eye-oping figures I have iearned in
my treasurer's role of reviewing the det2i)ed conference
budgets. 170u may wonder why a simpie thing such as
ccffee is ~ o served
t
at every morning functian. I haK
discovered Cye answer to this mystery...Cqe price of a cup
3f coffee ch~rged.by a hotd or convention sewice center
is upwards of ten times the price of the street or coffee
shop vendor. A similar pricing structxre applies when
purchasing meal knctions, refreshment breaks, and onsite technoleg such as compv.ters: audio systems, and
projectior, screens.
There are also s~3star,',iairenGI fees associated with
the exhibit halis, bzIkooms, general session fac8ciIities,
and otiier function spaces. The Iabor costs awociated
~72%
the hcieis and convention centex also carry a hefty
price tag. For exampie, every time a room 4s re-set c:
equipment is changed there is a iabor costs attached.. By
contract obligations, a staff member or program BciIitator
is not free to imake chacges without going through the
appropriate IocaI IIdor force.
Eo we collect $1.5 nmion of registration income?
Quite Lie contrary* The registration fees represent only
half of the income necessary to produce the annu& conference. The remaining funds are derived prixarily from
e&bit bootk saies, sponsorships, XI^. program advertisFor more i#omation, ing. Without such s:,appo;ri?the regisZation fees wczid be
contact
exorbitant. The conference partners do more Lian provide
Richard Wallcct,
Snancial support-they are also a sigxificant source of
SLA neasurt~
knowledge sharisg and contri'iute to the quaii@ of the
(r~~clIac~esta!qcorn~~
conference sessions.

The pro3 margin of the annual conference contributes :o tke qualiQ and success sf other member prcducts
and services as \veil. If not for 'lize conference, adeqrrate
knding w d d not 3e avaiiaba5Ie for membership deveicpment, !er;ming oppomnities, career sesices, research.
public comm~nications,ieadership development, and cthe: key membership sewices.

A r$~;rzcrl
1 r f132toi~x
SOOO t o discuss issues that
have global implications and help shape the
future of the information industry

Ccx f The conference price wili be
U S $495 and includes all programs and
seiscred meals and functions.

I

I

For more information send e-mail to
globa12000@sIaorgor call 1-202-234-4700.

The Special Libraries Association thanks
the proud sponsors of Global 2000:
Titk sponsor
.&&$$$&s<sn
I:$*

Gold sponsors

factlva

Philadelphia's most famous citizen, except for Rocky stip~tion,got in@ the Hands of the Prop&%xy P a r as
Balboa, is Benjarin Franklin (1906-1'7%). If Frankk an engine of Governmeng Ciat Lie Gissenters had no
were mnning for office today? here is how the txbioid Chacce in 2."[Z!e college, now known as the Uci;iersity
Philadelphia Daik Ncm might report hts activities. Fisit of PennsyIvania, 34th and V17alnut Streets wdcomes SLA
the scenes of FrankIin's coiorfd life, aIi within mimtes of vistors of x.y persuasion.]
Big 3en Booed By Bda
conference headquarters.]
(Letter from a London ge~tiemzn)."The Mi&eriaI
'iX,%s'6 The &%ern7
Frankfi~rX x z
Little Will Franklin's mother remains a myste7. Ben People here are o~trageouslyangry with Dr. Franklin and
Franklin r e b e s to reveal her name, acknowledging "In- &wed him personally, as if invited to a BdXxdting. I
Zigues with low women" in his past. The baby, cakd s never iyzs in Amerim, but I do not belreve %at any of
"base-born Brat" by detractors, was born shociy a f t e r y o u r inferior courts in the Back Counties would. izave conthe printer's mzrriage to Miss Deborah Reed and will be ducted C?emseIves with so little Gignity God give us aIi a
raised by the cozpie. [Frankiin Court offers an antemin- little more Wisdom." [Zae new$ renovated Historid Soing, dynamic encounter with the private and p'c~bliciife af ciety of Pennsylvania is a treasure ',rave of r e v o i u t i o ~ ~ y
artifacts. 1300 Locust St.]
Franklin. Market St, bemeen F8Q 4" Sts.;
Fcmedy PZoneless Locd Tops Best Seller List.
'&%a
VJari't Go To Bat For 13%: --Leaves Son b S k m ~ e r ~
Ben Franklin declined to intercede for his son, the
Ben Franklin's self-help book, POUT'Richard's Almanac: fie VJay to Wealth is a m a w a y success. As a teen. Royal Governor of Sew jersey, acc~sedof 'icy war
the 25- year-old authorlprinter Bed Boston, to escape 8: crimes and seized by the New Jersey Miiitia. The fiv@
abwive older brotiier. Now hundreds are buying his tips have aot spoken for a. decade, since Wiriiarn joined the
on how to be "heaIthy, wealthy and wise." [Take home a anti-revoilitioriay Royalist party, [Visit the beautifugy
hot-cff-the-press sowenir from Franklin's Print Shop. restored Pcweli House w3e:e British officers were wined
and dined by loyalist PhiladeIpZam 244 S. 3""7
320 Market St.]
Bilpigs
Qa&& P'rmk2~lin'sLand Kefrfrm Fian
P a f q Leader Frankjfl R q s Rdigtsn.
The ?~eny1vaniaAssembly rejected Eenja~JnFrankBenjamin Franklin admits authorship of a pamphlet
whkh states "hypocritical Pretenders to Religion more in- iin's proposed change to the Declaration of Rights. The
lure the commonwealth than those operCy Profane." revision dedared ""Te State shonid have %e right to $isSome members of the Quaker poiiticzl party. whi& Fran- courage large concen'lratiocs of prqe* as a danger ti?
kiin heads, disdaic his Deist or "free thinker" belief^^ the happiness of rnznkind." [Don't ieave tofnla v7itho~t
Franklin d s his opponents "stiffxmps." "I spead my touricg Lqe scene of many fist-pounding dehtes: M e Sundays reading." [Locals know it's good luck ';Q toss a p d e n c e Hall. Chestnut St, betweep 5th a d 6th Sts.]
penny on Franklin's grave at Christ Church Buris Ground 8 s Fratzklrn, IVii~tr'tYOUX31i'&5t G m e Mume'
lgcoricg ectreaties from friends and faziiy, the rejLi:
and Arch Sts.]
tiring
dipiomzt Iingers at wine-8owing receptions jn
.
3
E
D0 h a ,e
F Y 2i
Ebeneezer Kinnersiy says the daim of piagiarism the opulent Parisian saiozs of Comtesse G7I-:ondetot,
against his science partner is nonsense. Political eeemks Madaze SriIion and other Frenck: ladles, basking ia
are 'Lrying to block Franklin's honoray degree h m the the admkaticn cf '.le cnlfe Frankiin."lSee FrznMia
Uciversity of Qxford, on the grounds that Kinnersiy was Court, top of list.]
the real inventor of electricity. [Take a short !%xi
ride to F'raakjin'r; ":&33O %edd.Zcr" &ixmcd in G~:rrrra:i Sf hie%+
Xie statesman's unnsaal glass zed water HarxonB, a
The Franklm I~stituteSdence ?aiuseum for hands-on ext
is
hibits s f Franzin's scientific accomplishments. 20" and cew musical instmment p o p k for its d ~ k e tones,
believed by soxe to "excessiveiy stinalate Cqe n e m s ,
Ben Franklin Fkkwy.1
piunging the player i n x a nag@g depression." Others
For nore mjfomlrlm iJnkg2 Of EX W~esT'OWI~~X E r m k h $ T s J , ~ Ea.
~J~
contact
Provost Reverend Wiiam Smith defends the action, blame it for s t and dog conmIsions and: even prenaPxe
Terese M Pry
stating "Dr. FranMin took uncommon pains to pisrepre- births, [See and hear this :wentior, (if ycu dare) at E m &
klic Court, cop of k t ]
(mihwt&) sent our academy saying that it was a n a m w bigoted In-
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Computers in &Ebua&%*
http://www.infotoday.comlci12000i
cil2000.htm
Information Todzy
March 14-16,200C
Washigton, DC

FOR6 ZC9W
http:l/www.unm.ed.ul-for01
Ransborder Library Forum
March 23-25, ZOOC Albuquerque,

WlfM 2000
httiJ://www.aiim.org/events/
aiim2000/index.html
AIIM International
April 9-12, 2000
New York, hi

Ammican Aszmbtisn
d Lztw Libra&s
http:/lwww.messefrankf~~rt.com/ http://www.aailnet.orglevents/
Inf&ace 2800
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Messe Frankfurt
May 2-4,2000
Frankkt am Main, Germany

ASEDK Spring 2080

M U 2000

http:/lwww.asidic.urgi
spring2000.htn;J
ASfDIC
March 26-28.2WO
Orlando, FL

h~:/iwww.mlanet.org/am/
am2000/index.html
hU,A/CHLA
May 5-1 1,2000
Vancouver, tSC, Canada

Sesiety of Contpetitiw
f&oxmatka Prafessimfs

fiationat Online Meeting
Q: fBeS zeoo
http:/iwwrw.ififotuday.com

{SCP ZOOQj *
htCp://www.scip.ors;Iadantal
SCIP
March 29 - Apri I, 2000
Manta, GA

Information Today
May 16-18,2000
Sew York, hT
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M
L

July 15-20. 2000
Philadelphia, FA

IF@ &#mi Conference"
http://~?~~.i€la.orgl
lFLA
A u ~ 13-18,200
t
Jerusalem,Israel
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September 18-20,2ZOOO
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The system designed to get the right information in the
right format to the right people at the right time.

Better...because rt gtves you a superlo, way to keep
the entire enterprise informed and advancing.
iEXIS-NEXiS Ljn~verseSmart Tools provices the rnformailon professionai better tools to search, retrieve
and distribute critical information to every individual
\~iti?:?
your organizzt~on.With IEXIS-NEXIS Universe

Smarr Taols, you have the abllity to aost documents.
pub& searcn results ar:d piace URLs (Iinkec to Key
-.

research) on your Intranet, i ne informaticn is then

Know better, today,
For more iniornatior: on LEXIS-VEXIS SmarT Toois.

or visit our web site
call 800.227.4908.
a'i www.iexs-nexis.com.

